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Cairo has been a dominant political, cultural, commercial and
religious capital throughout history, playing a prominent role during
the Fatimids, reaching its golden age under the Mamluks, and
sustaining its cosmopolitan significance during Ottoman times. Due
to its unique skyline, scholars and historians have known it as “The
City of a Thousand Minarets”.
Historic Cairo was inscribed on the World Heritage List in 1979 in
recognition of its “absolutely unquestionable historical,
archaeological and urbanistic importance.” According to ICOMOS’s
recommendation, the inscription was based on the following
justifications:
1. Several of the great monuments of Cairo are incontestable
masterpieces;
2. The historic centre of Cairo groups numerous streets and
old dwellings and thus maintains, in the heart of the
traditional urban fabric, forms of human settlement which go
back to the Middle Ages;
3. The historic centre of Cairo constitutes the impressive
material witness to the international importance on the
political, strategic, intellectual and commercial level during
the medieval period 1.

URHC Goals and Objectives
In July 2010, UNESCO-World Heritage Centre (WHC) launched the
Urban Regeneration Project for Historic Cairo (URHC) in the
framework of a larger program of technical assistance to the
Egyptian Government on the management of the World Heritage
Site, and focusing on the following objectives:
1. The preparation of a Conservation Plan for Historic Cairo’s
“Core and Buffer Zones”, which would include the
Management Plan required by WH Operational Guidelines;
2. The establishment of an institutional framework to
undertake and develop a sustainable urban conservation
policy, promoting coordination and collaboration amongst
different institutions, administrations and agencies involved
in the management of the World Heritage Site;
3. The creation of an appropriate and shared information
platform for urban conservation.
To achieve these goals, an interdisciplinary team of local and
international consultants are collaborating with the relevant
bodies to develop a set of protection measures to uphold the
site’s Outstanding Universal Value, to prevent further decay
of the historic urban fabric and to enhance the socioeconomic conditions of Historic Cairo.

1

Evaluation of the advisory bodies on the nomination file, ICOMOS technical
review, April 10, 1979.
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1- Introduction

“Several great monuments in Cairo are considered masterpieces
embodying incontestable architectural and artistic qualities. The
mosque of Ahmed Ibn Tulun (876-79 AD), with its fabulous spiral
minaret and symmetrical arches opening on to a vast square court is
an outstanding example of early Islamic architecture from the 9th and
10th centuries. The distinctive Fatimid architecture (969–1171 AD)
represented by the city fortifications and gates, as well as by
significant mosques (such as al-Azhar, al-Hakim, al-Aqmar and Salih
Tala'i), mausoleums and shrines is of outstanding importance to the
history of monumental Islamic art. The extraordinary Bahri Mamluk
(1250-1382 AD) and Burgi Mamluk (1382-1517 AD) monuments reign
triumphant above the skyline of Cairo, the refinement of their
colourful architecture, boldly defined, original and unexpected.
Among them: domes with Persian arches, minarets with finely
chiselled cantilevers, tall facades with pointed arches, balconies
mounted on stalactites like those in the complex of Sultan Qalawun,
the monuments of al-Nasir Mohammad, the Madrasa of Sultan
Hasan, and the complex of Sultan al-Ghuri.” 2

Cairo has a long history as an important and influential capital in the
Middle East and in the Mediterranean area. This legacy left
outstanding architectural evidence that still survives, dating from the
early Islamic period to modern-day Cairo. These masterpieces have
shaped the skyline of Cairo, earning it the title of "The City of a
Thousand Minarets".
The old city of Cairo was inscribed on the World Heritage List in 1979
as “Islamic Cairo”, in recognition of “its absolutely unquestionable
historical, archaeological and urbanistic importance.” 3
As noted in the URHC Report of Activities July 2010-June 2012,
produced by the Urban Regeneration Project for Historic Cairo
(UNESCO-WHC), several elements in Historic Cairo’s nomination file
expressed the urban heritage value of the site: "The presence of
numerous monuments, which are not seen as isolated features but as
components of a homogeneous urban context. Their architectural
significance and cultural meaning depend on the fact that they are
‘landmarks’ related to the spatial and functional organisation of the
historical fabric.” 4
In September 2013, in the framework of the URHC, an Action Project
was outlined that would create a reduced strategic area in which the
methodology and issues to address in the conservation and
management of the historic city as a World Heritage site could be
tested. 5 The purpose of the Action Project was to provide
information and planning guidelines for an urban area not yet
covered by previous studies and to develop tools and procedures for

Cairo skyline from the roof of Zeinab Khatoun House, looking towards
Al-Azhar. URHC (April 2011)
2

See Annex 1: Statement of Outstanding Value (SOUV), drafted by the
Urban Regeneration for Historic Cairo project in 2012, criterion I.

3

See Annex 2: ICOMOS Review Sheet on the Nomination of the Historical
Centre of Cairo on the World Heritage List, April 10, 1979.
4
See UNESCO WHC - URHC Project: “Report of Activities July 2010 – June
2012”, Chapter 1.
5
See UNESCO WHC - URHC project: "Action project layout - September
2013".
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urban rehabilitation and regeneration. These tools and guidelines
would then be able to be extended in the future by the Egyptian
authorities to the rest of Historic Cairo-World Heritage site.
This monument study is part of a series of in-depth studies
conducted within the study area to profile the main aspects of the
site and to present management and conservation issues relevant for
future planning.

The conclusions of this study will help to identify the state of
conservation of the monuments and to suggest a list of priority
actions. Furthermore, it will highlight trends and major issues to
address regarding the functional and spatial integration of these
monuments into the urban fabric and their possible adaptive re-use.

Aerial View of the Action Project area (Daniele Pini, 2014)
The main objectives were as follows:
• To conduct a field survey for all the monuments within the
action area;
• To photographically document their current state of
conservation;
• To investigate the ownership of the monuments;
• To collect from the MoA the boundaries of each
monument’s protection zone in map format;
• To create a photo-bank for each monument;
• To produce a report with summary forms for the outcomes;
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a) Background:

During the second half of the 19th century, the “Comité de
Conservation de Monuments de l’Art Arabe” was established under
the Ministry of Endowments (Awqaf). This organisation played a
crucial role in creating an inventory of monuments of artistic and
historic interest, giving each one a unique listing number, studying
and approving related projects and guaranteeing their conservation
and maintenance.
In 1951, the committee was transformed into the Egyptian
Antiquities Authority, which shifted between different Ministries
(Tourism, Education, and Culture) until 1971. That year, the Egyptian
Antiquities Organization was established and remained uniquely
under the Ministry of Culture. In 1994, the Egyptian Antiquities
Authority was transformed into the Supreme Council of Antiquities
(SCA) and became the sole responsible party for all the monuments
in Egypt. In 2014, a Ministry of Antiquities was created, separate
from the Ministry of Culture, and absorbed the SCA, which became
one of its divisions.

monuments. It also involved lowering and repaving the street surface
and upgrading street infrastructures.
Another important intervention was the al-Darb al-Ahmar
Revitalisation Project (2000-2012, Aga Khan Trust for Culture and
partner funding agencies) that developed a series of projects on both
monuments and vernacular architecture, combining social and
economic initiatives with the physical improvement of al-Darb alAhmar area. Within the scope of the project, a number of
monuments were restored in the area of al-Darb al-Ahmar: the
Ayyubid wall, Umm al Sultan Shaban Madrasa and Mosque,
Khayerbek Mosque and Mausoleum, Alin Aq Palace, the Sabil of
Ganim el Hamzawy, Aslam al Silihdar Mosque, Tarabay al Sharif
Mausoleum and Sabil, Ribat of Azdumur, and Aqsunqur Mosque
(known as the Blue Mosque).
Various other institutions and agencies working in Egypt also
implemented conservation projects with the goal of improving their
physical condition and targeting mainly single monuments. 8

Numerous monument conservation and restoration projects have
been undertaken in recent years. 6 Among these is the Historic Cairo
Restoration Project (1998-2011, Ministry of Culture; 2014, Ministry
of Antiquities) based on the outcomes of a study conducted by the
UNDP in 1999. The project addressed the rehabilitation of two major
historic “spines”, al-Moez and al-Gamalia Streets, and involved the
restoration of the monuments 7 concentrated along their length. The
plan included the restoration of 147 listed and 48 unlisted historic
monuments over eight years, from 1998 to 2006, and the
remodelling of facades of buildings located between the
6

See UNESCO WHC - URHC Project: “Report of Activities July 2010 - June
2012”, Introduction.
7
See Annex 3: List of monuments restored by SCA during the Historic Cairo
Restoration Project.

El Moez Street - Bien el Qasreen area, URHC, 2011
8

See Annex 4: List of institutions and conservation projects in Historic Cairo.
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Despite the clear efforts of different stakeholders to restore
monuments in Historic Cairo, there are still a good number of
monuments that need more attention. There is also need for a
comprehensive conservation plan that sees them as integral part of
the historic urban fabric, and which includes a clearer rehabilitation
and reuse policy.
A total of 81 monuments are involved in the Action Project. The
Citadel enclosure was not included in this study, since there is a
study specifically dedicated to the lower part of the citadel (Bab el
Azab area) which includes documentation of its listed monuments 9
and proposals for the adaptive reuse of the lower part of the citadel
with regards to the surrounding neighbourhoods.10
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
9

Monument
Mausoleum of Mohamed Al-Anwar
Ribat Azdumur
Mosque of Ulmas Al Hagib
Madrasa of IlGay Al Yusufi
Madrasa of Sultan Hassan
Mosque of Gawhar Al Lala
Mosque of al Mahmoudeya
Madrasa of Qanibay (Amir Khur)
Mosque of Mangak Al Yusufi
Mausoleum of Yunus Al Dwidar
Khanqah of Nizam Al Din
Sabil of Prince Shykho
Zawiya-Khanqah of Idikin Al-Bondekdary
Mosque of Al-Amir Shaykho

Monument #
68
113
130
131
133
134
135
136
138
139
140
144
146
147

See UNESCO WHC - URHC Project: "Study on buildings of heritage value for
the adaptive reuse of lower area of the citadel", Nairy Hampikian - June
2014.
10
See UNESCO WHC - URHC Project: "Valorisation and adaptive reuse of
lower area of the citadel", Karim Ibrahim - June 2014.

#
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
#

Monument
Mosque of Al Ghuri
Mosque of Qanibay Al-Mohammadi
Khanqah of Shykho
Madrasa of Khoshqodam Al-Ahmadi
Minaret of Qanibay Al Sharkasi
Zawiya of Mostafa Pasha
Minaret of Al Boqli
Mosque of Al Ghuri
Mosque of Badr Al Din Al Wana’e
Mausoleum of Shagarat Al-Durr
Mosque of Mughlbay Taz
Madrasa of Taghribardi
Mosque of Hassan Pasha Taher
Madrasa of Azbak Al Yusufi
Madrasa of Sarghatmish
Mosque of Ahmed Ibn Tulun
Ribat Ahmed Ibn Soliman
Sabil of Mustafa Sinan
Gate of Mangak Al Selihdar
Mosque of Itomosh Al Begasi
Hawd of Itomosh Al Begasi
Mausoleum of Tarabay
Qubbat Al Komi
Bimaristan Al Mo’ayedi
Zawiya of Hassan Al Romi
Sabil of Abdel Rahman Katkhuda
Mausoleum of Singar Al Mozafar
Sabil of Yusuf Bey
Madrasa of Sonqor Al-Sa’di
Sabil-Kuttab of Al Qizlar
Palace of Prince Yashbak
Monument
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148
151
152
153
154
155
156
159
163
169
207
209
210
211
218
220
245
246
247
250
251
255
256
257
258
260
261
262
263
265
266
Monument #
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46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
#
77

Palace of Prince Taz
Sabil of Agha Dar Al Sa’ada
Madrasa of Beshir Agha Al Gemdar
Mausoleum of Safi Al-Din Gawhar
Sabil Mustafa Bey Tabtabay
Mausoleum of Al-Sayeda Rokaya
House of Al-Kritleya
Remains of Al Ghuri palace
Hawd Shykho
Sabil of Qaytbay
Gate of Darb Al Labbana
Tekiya of Taki Al Din Al Bistami
Mausoleum of Sandal Al Merghany
Mausoleum of Atika and Al-Ga’fary
Sabil-Kuttab ‘Abbas Agha
Tomb of Al Shurafa
Mausoleum of Qansuh Abu Sa’id
Waterwheel of Al Nasir Mohamed
Sabil of Prince Khalil
Mosque Hag Mohamed Pasha
Mosque of Al Sayeda Aicha
Sabil-Kuttab Hassan Katkhuda
Tomb of abd Allah al Ghafir
Sabil Al-Amir Abdullah Katkhuda
Sabil of Ahmed Afandi Selim
Mausoleum of Ragab Al Shirazi
House of ‘Ali Effendi Labib
Mosque of Ahmed Koheya
Wikalet Waqf Al Tutungy
House of Amna Bent Salem
Mausoleum of Ahmed Pasha Taher
Monument
Archives building

267
268
269
270
272
273
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
333
335
357
360
369
376
377
378
405
413
452
461
476
497
521
548
559
565
Monument #
605

78
79
80
81

Wall of Qaramidan
Mausoleum of Mustafa kamel
Mosque of Al Refa’i
Sabil Um Abbas

617
-------

The monuments in the Action Area belong to various periods of
Egyptian and Cairene history, starting in the 9th century (e.g. Ahmed
Ibn Tulun Mosque), with mausoleums from the Fatimids and Ayubids
(e.g. al-Sayeda Rokaya and Shagarat al-Durr). The Citadel area was
further developed during the Mamluk and Ottoman eras, as is still
evident from the surviving complexes and buildings in the area (e.g.
Sultan Hassan and Amir Taz palace). Furthermore, there are a
number of buildings from the modern and contemporary periods
located within the Action Area that have been listed as monuments
(e.g. Sabil Um ‘Abbas and Hassan Pasha Taher Mausoleum).
There are 81 monuments covered by the Action Project: 19 mosques,
12 madrasas and khanqah, 17 Sabil-kuttab and Hawd, 16
mausoleums, 6 palaces and houses, and 11 other monuments;
located in 11 shyakhas 11 and 2 different quisms. 12 The present
Monuments Study took 4 months to conduct and took place from
January 2014 to May 2014.

11

Shyakhas of al-Hattaba, al-Mahgar, Darb al-Hossr, al-Bokali, al-Sayeda
Aicha, al-Khalifa, Darb Gazeya, Arab al-Yassar, al-Saliba, Darb al-Gamamiz
and al-Helmeya.
12
Quisms of al-Khalifa and al-Sayeda Zynab.
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A map of the monuments in the Action Area, by period:
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A map of the monuments in the Action Area, by typology:
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2- The Survey
a) Methodology:

The URHC team was responsible for designing and implementing the
study. Part of the study was developed through a field survey that
was then complemented by historical research and report drafting in
the office.
The activities in the field included:
• Visiting and photographically documenting the monuments
identified within the area;
• Filling in the forms created for the study;
• Highlighting the environmental hazards in the monuments’
surroundings;
• Collecting information about the monuments from
inspectors;
The activities in the office included:
• Creating a survey form for the study;
• Researching available historical and technical information;
• Assessing the boundaries of the official protection zones as
defined by decrees;
• Identifying ownership status;
• Collecting dates regarding recent conservation projects for
each monument;
• Organising data collected from field;
• Designing and filling in a descriptive sheet for each
monument with a summary of materials collected about it.
The Ministry of Antiquities provided the team with official permits
for field inspections and shared the requested official materials on
the listed monuments in the Action Area. Furthermore, a number of
Inspectors from the MoA were made available to assist the field
survey and to facilitate access to and inspection of the monuments.

This collaboration provided URHC with a good understanding of
some management and maintenance issues for the listed
monuments, which have been incorporated into this study. Working
with the inspectors gave the team some insights on the MoA’s
methodology and maintenance practices for the monuments, as well
as a profile of the different roles played and departments within the
ministry.
The retrieval and organization of information on the boundaries of
the protection zones and the ownership of monuments was planned
as part of the second "on-the-job training" activity that took place
between March and May 2014. The second on-the-job training
activity was a continuation of the first one, held in 2013. Both
training activities were tailored for a group of qualified staff from
different Egyptian Institutions, selected for their role as major actors
in the maintenance and development of the Historic City. This joint
training was developed in view of the necessary integrated
management of Historic Cairo World Heritage site. The institutions
involved include the Ministry of Antiquities (MoA), the Cairo
Governorate, the National Organization for Urban Harmony (NOUH)
and the Egyptian Waqf Authority.
A representative from the MoA who participated in the training
activity was tasked with conducting archival research. URHC received
data about the protection zones, ownership and dates of restoration
from MoA over the course of the training activity. This information
was analysed and archived. Most of the information received from
the MoA is available in this report.
The office work of compiling, organising and drafting was conducted
by the URHC technical team.
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II.

b) Requirements

The following is a brief description of the documents prepared to
collect and organise data in the field:

I.

Survey form:

A survey form was drawn up for evaluating the monument’s current
situation. It was based on the building survey form created by URHC
and used for the building-by-building survey, 13 which was part of the
first on-the-job training activity.
The form was divided into 3 parts:
a) Part one: Building general information
b) Part two: Building functions
c) Part Three: Building structure
The following general information was collected on the building:
name of the monument, address, ownership, and registration
number. Other information in this part included the monument’s
footprint and its typology.
The second part of the survey form was created to assess the current
functions of the ground and upper floors, as well as the overall usage
of the building.

Schedule:

The URHC team drafted a detailed schedule with the complete list of
monuments to be visited. These monuments were further clustered
for visiting over the course of the days during which the survey was
to be conducted. The monument visits were grouped according to
their proximity. Initially, three working days per week were
suggested for going into the field.

III.

Map of the monuments:

The MoA provided URHC with a written inventory of the
monuments.
URHC was able to produce an updated map by referring to several
publications, including the 1948 monuments map and the inventory
received from the MoA, and in doing so to show the listed
monuments identified and localized within the perimeter of the
Action Project.
The map was an important tool for starting the survey. It was
essential for scheduling the itinerary for each day of the survey and
for grouping monuments, as previously mentioned, according to
their relative proximity. The map was organized according to the
division of shyakhas and quism. Monuments located on the
edges/borders of the Action Area were also included in the survey.

The final part of the form collected information on the structure of
the building: the main aspects of its physical decay (e.g. the
presence of bulging, cracks, water stains or erosion), and its overall
state of conservation, taking into account all the previous queries. 14
13

See UNESCO WHC - URHC Project: "Action project Layout", September
2013, and UNESCO WHC - URHC Project: "Guidelines to the survey of
buildings and open spaces", February 2014.
14
See Annex 5: Survey form for the Monuments, URHC, January 2014.
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A map of the monuments in the Action Area, by Shyakha
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3) Implementation

The following is a list of monuments within the Project Area
according to their respective inspectorates:

a) The Schedule:

Several modifications to the proposed schedule were necessary
because the grouping of monuments suggested by URHC was based
on proximity and shyakhas. However, in meeting with the heads of
inspectorates from the MoA, it became clear that the proposed
groupings did not correspond to the inspectorates’ own subdivisions.
The different Ministry of Antiquities inspectorates in the area:
According to Article 29 of “The Protection of Antiquities Law”, 15 the
SCA is responsible for establishing the boundaries of each
inspectorate, with the aim of guaranteeing the easy movement of
inspectors and the effective monitoring of the monuments. The
monuments are assigned to different inspectorates, which are
responsible for supervising them, for their restoration projects and
for tracking any violations that may occur regarding the monuments.
The monuments within the Action Area are divided among the
following four inspectorates:
•
•
•
•

15

Al Khalifa and Sayeda Zynab, responsible for 39 monuments
within the Action Project
Al Darb Al Ahmar and Sayeda Aicha, responsible for 30
monuments within the Action Project
Sultan Hassan and Al Refa’i, responsible for 10 monuments
within the Action Project
Monuments of the Citadel area, responsible for 2
monuments within the Action Project

Annex 6: Brief on the “Protection of Antiquities” Law n° 117/1983, taken
from UNESCO WHC - URHC Project: "Egyptian legislations in relation to the
rehabilitation of Historic Cairo", Hassan Fahmy - July 2013.

Al-Khalifa and al-Sayida Zynab monuments inspectorate (39
monuments within the Action Area):
1- Madrasa of Sarghatmish
2- Mosque of Ahmed Ibn Tulun
3- House of al-Kretliya
4- House of Amna Bent Salem
5- Mausoleum of Mohamed al-Anwar
6- Mausoleum of Shagarat al-Durr
7- Mausoleum of al-Sayeda Rokaya
8- Mausoleum of ‘Atika and al-Ga’efery
9- Mausoleum of Safi al-Din Gawhar
10- Sabil Mustafa Tabtabay
11- Mosque of Ahmed Koheya
12- Mosque of Prince Shykho
13- Sabil Um ‘Abbas
14- Hawd Shykho
15- Mosque of Qanibay al-Mohammadi
16-Sabil Prince Abd Allah
17- Madrasa of Khoshqudum al-Ahmadi
18- Khanqah of Shykho
19- Palace of prince Taz
20- Sabil of Qaytbay
21- Madrasa of Sunqur al-Sa’di
22- Zawiya-Khanwah of Idikin al-Bunduqdary
23- Sabil of Agha Dar al-Sa’ada
24- Mosque of Ulmas al-Hagib
25- Wikala of Waqf al-Tutungi
26- Madrasa of Azbak al-Yusufi
27- Sabil-kuttab ‘Abbas Agha
28- Mosque of Mughlbay Taz
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29- Madrasa of Taghribardi
30- Sabil of Ahmed Effendi Selim
31- Mosque of Hassan Pasha Taher
32- Mausoleum of Ahmed Pasha taher
33- Sabil-kuttab al-Qizlar
34- Mausoleum of Singar al-Mozafar
35- Sabil of Yusuf Bey
36- Palace of Prince Yashbak
37- Sabil-Kuttab Hassan Katkhuda
38- Remains of Palace of al-Ghuri
39- Madrasa of Beshir Agha al-Gemdar.
Al-Darb Al-Ahmar and al-Sayeda Aicha monuments inspectorate (30
monuments within the Action Area):
1-Madrasa of Qanibay (Amir Akhur)
2- House of ‘Ali Labib
3- Gate of Darb al-Labbana
4- Mosque of Gawhar al-Lala
5- Mausoleum of al-Komi
6- Mausoleum of Qonsuh Abo Sa’id
7- Mosque of Mangak al-Yusufi
8- Mausoleum of Yunus al-Dawadar
9- Mausoleum of Ragab al-Shirazi
10- Bimaristan al-Mo’aydi
11- Mosque of al-Mahmoudiya
12- Mausoleum of Sandal al-Mirghany
13- Tekiya of Taki al-Din al-Bistami
14- Ribat of Ahmed Ibn Soliman
15- Madrasa of Ilgay al-Yusufi
16- Sabil of Mustafa Sinan
17- Gate of Mangak al-Yusufi
18- Mosque of al-Sayida Aicha
19- Mosque of Badr al-Din al-Wana’e
20- Minaret of al-Boqli

21- Zawiya of Mustafa Pasha
22- Wall of Qaramidan
23- Mosque of al-Ghuri
24- Minaret of Qanibay al-Jarkasi
25- Sabil of Prince khalil
26- Mosque of Itomosh al-Begasi
27- Hawd of Itomosh al-Begasi
28- Mausoleum of Tarabay
29- Ribat Azdumur
30- Mausoleum of Mostafa Kamel
Citadel monuments inspectorate (10 monuments within the Action
Area):
1- Mosque of al-Ghuri
2- Tomb of Abd Allah al-Ghafir
3- Waterwheel of al-Nasir Mohammad
4- Mosque of Mohammad Pasha Taher
5- Sabil of Shykho
6- Khanqah of Nizam al-Din
7- Sabil of Abd al-Rahman Katkhuda
8- Archives building
9- Tomb of al-Shurafa
10-Zawiya of Hassan al-Romi
Sultan Hassan-Refa’i inspectorate (2 monuments within the Action
Area):
1- Madrasa of Sultan Hassan
2- Mosque of al-Refa’i
For logistical reasons (permits and organisation of visits with the
head inspectors and individual inspectors), a new arrangement was
suggested that grouped the monuments by their pertinence and by
the jurisdictions of the various MoA inspectorates.
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4- Protection zones:

b) The Survey:

The field survey was implemented as follows:
•

•
•
•

Photos were taken, whenever possible, from inside and
outside to document the monuments. The photos were
taken to capture the overall view of the visible street
facades, as well as building details and the monument’s
current state of conservation. Any visible physical decay was
also photographically documented.
The form was filled out with information currently available
from the site (state of conservation, reuse, etc.)
Information was also collected from inspectors (dates of
restoration, protection zones, etc.)
Any remarks or extra information related to the monument
were noted (owners, information regarding conservation
projects, etc.)

The office work was carried out as follows:
•
•
•

•

Research was conducted and historic information retrieved
from bibliographic sources in the URHC library and other
libraries; 16
A short technical/historic brief was drafted for each
monument. Information was added about the patron or
descriptions of the monument;
Information was collected about each monument’s
protection zone (the definitions of the monuments’
protection zones are those given by the Ministry of
Antiquities). After receiving this information from the MoA, it
was scanned and archived;
The Final Report was then composed.

According to Law n° 117/1983, known as the “Protection of
Antiquities Law”, the MoA is responsible for registering and listing
monuments. Its mandate is to protect and promote these
monuments. Furthermore, the Ministry has to define and implement
the regulations related to the monuments; the MoA thus gives
permissions and guidelines for restoring, conserving and
documenting the monuments.
An antiquity zone, according to the Ministry of Antiquities, is an area
or lands adjacent to the monument that is subject to certain
regulations meant to ensure the monument’s protection. However,
this zone has no standard perimeter, and it differs from one
monument to another. According to the Protection of Antiquities
Law, the monument can also possess an approved aesthetic
boundary, identified as the area surrounding the monument that
covers and preserves its aesthetic value. This is defined by a decree
issued by the Ministry of Antiquities, upon the request of the SCA.
According to Article 20 of the Protection of Antiquities Law, no
building licenses are granted or issued for archaeological sites or
monuments. The antiquity zones and approved aesthetic boundaries
for the monuments make it very difficult to obtain
building/restoration permits for buildings that lie within their
boundaries, since the Protection of Antiquities Law considers these
lands to be part of the monuments and that they should be treated
as such. This has affected the monuments’ immediate surroundings
as well as the urban fabric in general.
The antiquity zone17 and the approved aesthetic boundary 18 are
identified separately from each other. Sometimes they surround the
17

16

See the bibliography at the end of this report.

18

Article 2, Law n° 117/1983, “The Protection of Antiquities”.
Article 19, Law n° 117/1983, “The Protection of Antiquities”.
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monuments on all sides; at other times they cover only one or two
sides of it.
According to the MoA inspectors and information received from the
Historic Cairo Project, only 25 monuments within the Action Area
have a defined antiquity zone. 19 The remaining 56 monuments lack
such a zone. However, some parts of the Shyakhas of al Hattaba and
Arab al Yassar are within the aesthetic boundary of the Citadel.
According to the information received from the MoA, 5 monuments
in al Hattaba and 4 other monuments in Arab al Yassar lie within the
Citadel’s aesthetic boundary.

Scanned document received from the MoA regarding the antiquity zone of
the al-Komi mausoleum
19

Sabil Amir Khalil, Mosque Gowhar el Lala, Sabil Mustafa Bey Tabtabay,
Sabil of Qaytbay, Madrasa of Shykho, Mosoloum of Shagarrat el Dur,
Madrasa of Taghribardi, Madrasa of Beshir Agha Al Gemdar, ZawiyaKhanqah of Idikin Al-Bondekdary, Sabil of Agha Dar Al Sa’ada, Palace of
Amir Taz, Mausoleum of Singar Al Mozafar, Madrasa of IlGay Al Yusufi.

5-Ownership:
Article 6 of The Protection of Antiquities Law (n° 117/1983) explicitly
notes that all properties listed as monuments are considered to be
under public ownership, except when they belong to endowments or
when they are private property.
The Ministry of Endowments and the Egyptian Endowment Authority
are the owners of the majority of monuments within Historic Cairo,
except for a few buildings owned by the MoA. The SCA has
expropriated 36 buildings or plots, of which 31 are in Cairo and the
remainder are in other governorates. Out of the 31 expropriated
buildings in Cairo, 29 are within the Historic City. However, not all
the buildings/plots that have been expropriated in Historic Cairo are
listed monuments. Examples of the expropriated buildings include
the House of ‘Ali Labib, the Wekala of Bazar3a, the Hammam el
Tarabily, the Hamma el Tumbily, the Hammam Saeid el Soada,
Maqad Qaytbay, etc. 20 Information about privately owned
monuments in Historic Cairo was not made available for this study.
According to Article 30 of the Protection of Antiquities Law, the
owners of these monuments are responsible for paying all expenses
related to their restoration projects and maintenance. 21 Since the
Ministry of Endowments is the owner of most of the monuments,
they are responsible for restoration and maintenance expenditures.
However, it is the MoA that is solely responsible for leading
restoration and maintenance projects for all the monuments.
Moreover, the MoA is expected to bear the costs of restoring
monuments owned by other individuals (i.e. private) or authorities
(for example the Ministry of Education, the Ministry of Finance, etc.),
20

Annex 7: List of buildings owned by the SCA in Historic Cairo, according to
the information received from the MoA.
21
See UNESCO WHC - URHC Project: "Managing the awqaf properties in
Historic Cairo", Dina Bakhoum - June 2014.
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so long as the restoration is not required because of misuse of the
acquired property. The MoA can grant licenses to specialized bodies
and institutions to conduct restorations and maintenance work
under their supervision.
Regarding the security of the monuments and archaeological sites,
Article 29 of the Protection of Antiquities Law states that the SCA is
responsible for safeguarding and protecting the monuments through
the appropriate police forces, guards and approved private security.

6- Monument violations:
The list received from the MoA regarding monument violations
showed that violations are diverse and differ from one monument to
the next.
For the Citadel, since 2010, 35 violations have been recorded in the
surrounding buildings. The majority of these violations are related to
the fact that the buildings sit in areas surrounding the Citadel
(Hattaba and Arab el Yassar) and therefore fall within the area of its
approved aesthetic boundary.
Six violations were recorded in the area of Hattaba over the past
year. The majority of these violations (four out of the six) had to do
with construction in proximity to the monument (the Citadel) that
was conducted without permission from the SCA, despite the fact
that they did not violate the building height limits set by NOUH
regulations. The rest of the violations in the area, according to
documents received from the MoA, have to do with the current use
of the monuments (one monument being used for accommodation,
and the other used as workshops). 22

22

Violations regarding land use are not clearly defined in the law, but rather
decided by the Permanent Committee based on case-by-case evaluation.

For Arab el Yassar, 5 violations were recorded by the SCA. Four of
these violations have to do with building in proximity to the
monument (two vertical additions, and two extensions). The
remaining violation had to do with the consolidation of two facades
of a listed monument without obtaining the necessary permits
(monument n° 413).
According to Article 17 of the Protection of Antiquities Law (n°
117/1983), the SCA can issue a decision to demolish or remove
construction violations with the approval of the Permanent
Committee. The decision to demolish should be sent to the
Governorate so that the competent local authority (the district) can
proceed with the demolition within 10 days of notification. Police are
expected to supervise the demolition. However, according to the
same article, if 10 days pass without the decision being acted on, the
SCA can proceed with the demolition through its own bodies or
others at the violator’s expense.
According to the MoA, the Cairo Governorate received the complete
list of decisions, and a response is pending. On the other hand, the
Cairo Governorate has noted that in order to implement the
demolition decisions, it needs the approval of state security forces.

7-The reuse of monuments:
Though the Ministry of Endowments owns the majority of
monuments, the activities taking place inside the monuments are
managed by different institutions. For example, some buildings were
reused as museums (and managed by the MoA), while others were
transformed into Cultural Centres (managed by Ministry of Culture).
Furthermore, the Ministry of Endowments manages the mosques
and cultural activities of a religious nature. Mulids in the Historic City
or near a shrine or mosque are locally organized, sometimes with the
support of Ministry of Endowments and prominent citizens in the
area.
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In some cases, the Ministry of Endowments leases shops and
residential buildings despite their status as monuments or the fact
that they are located in protection zones. However, according to
Article 4 of the Protection of Antiquities Law, the SCA can end leases
contracted at any historic monuments or archaeological sites listed in
the national inventory, so long as they provide a substitute location
or compensate the leaser "within one year from the date of adjusting
the state of affair of the building." The SCA also has the right to end
any occupant’s contract, regardless of their opposition, whether for
housing, commercial, or industrial purposes or any other function.
However, fair compensation is also expected in this case. This is
clearly stated in article 5bis of law n° 117/1983, as amended in 2010.
The Permanent Committee for Islamic and Coptic monuments, part
of the SCA (MoA), is responsible for deciding on the reuse of
monuments. The Permanent Committee reaches a decision
regarding reuse after receiving a proposed project and evaluating it
on a case-by-case basis. When the URHC project asked for the official
criteria by which the reuse of monuments is granted, no clear answer
was provided from the MoA.

8- The monument summary sheets
The “monument summary sheet” is a synthesis paper written
for each monument in which several kinds of information are
assembled, taken from the field survey and from further
research. It is written in English and in Arabic. All the
information has been collected in this report.
The summary sheet contains:
1) The monument’s name and the number given to it in MoA
inventories;
2) The location of the monument on the visitor map and its
address;
3) Information about the monument: building period,
typology, usage and state of conservation, recent restoration
and accessibility;
4) Additional remarks about particular features, or
exceptional conditions;
5) A small brief on the monument’s history and technical
features;
6) A scanned map of the monument’s protection zone as
defined by the Protection of Antiquities Law (n° 117/1983)
and officially provided by Ministry of Antiquities;
7) Significant photos that make it possible to identify the
monument and its state of conservation.

Example of the reuse of monuments: the Houses of El Kritleya and Amna
bent Salem are used as the Museum of Gayer Anderson.
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9- Monuments Survey Outcome

According to the information collected by URHC, there are 39
monuments within the Action Area that have been restored since
1998: ten mosques, three madrasas and khanqahs, seven sabils,
seven mausoleums, five houses or mansions, and six other
monuments. 23

Recently restored monuments
Mansion,
houses
16%
Mausoleum
s
22%
Sabil
22%

Mosques
31%

Madrasa
9%

Currently, there are five monuments under restoration, which are:
•
•
•
•
•
23

Mausoleum of Mohamed al-Anwar (financed by donations from
locals).
Mausoleum of Shagarat al-Durr (Megawra Foundation, funded
by USAID).
Bimaristan al-Mo’ayedi (MoA).
Tekiya of Taki al-Din al-Bistami (MoA).
Hawd of Shykho (MoA).

Annex 8: Table for the monuments’ state of conservation, recent
restoration and usage.

Recently restored Monuments
Remains of al-Ghuri palace
Mosque of al-Ghuri
Sabil of Qaytbay
Mosque of al-Ghuri
House of al-Kretliya
Mosque of Qanibay al-Mohammadi
House of Amna Bent Salem
Sabil-Kuttab ‘Abbas Agha
Mosque of Ahmed Ibn Tulun
Madrasa of Sarghatmish
Mosque of Hassan Pasha Taher
Mausoleum of Ahmed Pasha Taher
Madrasa of Taghribardi
Khanqah of Shykho
Sabil-Kuttab Prince Abdullah
Mosque of Shaykho
Mosque of Mughlbay Taz
Madrasa of Sunqur al-Sa’di
Palace of Prince Taz
Sabil of Agha Dar al-Sa’ada
Sabil-Kuttab of al-Qizlar
House of ‘Ali Effendi Labib
Archives building
Sabil Um ‘Abbas
Mausoleum of Safi al-Din Gawhar
Mosque of Ahmed Koheya
Sabil Mustafa Bey Tabtabay
Sabil-Kuttab Hassan Katkhuda
Mausoleum of al-Sayeda Rokaya
Mosque of Ulmas al-Hagib
Mosque of itomosh al-Begasi
Mausoleum of Atika and al-Ga’fary

#
322
148
324
159
321
151
559
335
220
218
210
565
209
152
452
147
207
263
267
268
265
497
605
--270
521
272
405
273
130
250
333
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year
2000
2000
2000
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2005
2005
2006
2006
2007
2008
2008
2008
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2010
2010
2010
2011
2011
2012
2012
2013
2013

Rest. by
MoC
MoC
MoC
MoC
MoC
MoC
MoC
MoC
MoC
MoC
MoC
MoC
MoC
MoC
MoC
MoC
MoC
MoC
MoC
MoC
MoC
MoC
MoC
MoC
MoC
MoC
MoA
MoA
MoA
MoA
MoA
MoA
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Ribat Azdumur
Mausoleum of Tarabay
Mausoleum of Mohammad al-Anwar
Bimaristan al-Mo’aydi
Hawd Shykho
Mausoleum of Shagarat al-Durr
Tekiya of Taki al-Din al-Bistami

113
255
068
257
323
169
326

2013
2013
Under
Under
Under
Under
Under

AKTC
AKTC
Donations
MoA
MoA
USAID
MoA

It is clear from the survey that the majority of mosques are in good
or fair condition (13 good/fair out of 18 mosques), while the
mausoleums are mostly in bad or dilapidated condition (10 in
bad/dilapidated out of 16).
The number of sabils in good condition is equal to the number of
those in bad condition. Three sabils include shops, and 11 of the
sabils have no shops.

Within the Action Area, the following observations can be made
regarding the listed monuments:
State of conservation:
There are 29 monuments in a good state of conservation.
Out of these monuments there are nine mosques, four
madrasas and khanqah, three sabils, six mausoleums, four
houses and three other monuments. 24
There are also 18 monuments in fair condition: four
mosques, four madrasas, four sabils and six other
monuments.
17 monuments are in bad condition: four mosques, one
madrasas, four sabils, six mausoleums, one palace 25 and one
waterwheel. 26

Sabil of Mostafa Bey Tabtabay.

17 monuments are dilapidated, including one mosque, two
madrasas, one khanqah, three sabils, four Mausoleums, one
palace and five other monuments.
24

Ribat Azdumur, Hawd Itomosh and the Archives Building.
Remains of al-Ghuri Palace, connected to a wall and now used as a wall
for a school across Saliba street.
26
Waterwheel of al-Nasir Mohammad in Arab al-Yasar.
25
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Sabil Prince Abd Allah.
Palaces remaining in the city are very rare. Those that do remain are
in critical condition, like The Ghuri Palace and Yashbak Palace.

Palace of Yashbak.

State of Conservation

Dilapidated
21%

Good
36%

Bad
21%
Fair
22%

Remains of al-Ghuri Palace.
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Usage:
Within the Action Area:
•
•

•

38 monuments are in use and 34 monuments are
not in use.
Four monuments are partially used, meaning that
the shops attached to the monuments are still used
even if the monument itself is closed/unused (e.g.
Sabil of Mostafa Tabtabay)
Five monuments are undergoing restoration.

Usage
Under
restoration
11%

Not used
42%

Used (not
religious)
20%

Used
(religious)
27%

Out of the 38 monuments currently in use, only 19 are in good
condition. Nine monuments are in fair condition, and eight are in bad
condition. There are only two monuments that are dilapidated and
also still in use.
Monument
Mosque of Ulmas Al Hagib
Mosque of al-Amir Shaykho
Mosque of Qanibay al-Mohammadi
Mosque of al-Ghuri
Mosque of Hassan Pasha Taher
Mosque of Ahmed Ibn Tulun
Mosque of al-Sayeda Aicha
Zawiya-Khanqah of Idikin al-Bundukdary
Madrasa of Sarghatmish
Madrasa of Sonqor al-Sa’di
Palace of Prince Taz
House of al-Kretliya
House of ‘Ali Labib
House of Amna Bent Salem
Tomb of Abd Allah al-Ghafir
Mausoleum of Mustafa Kamel
Mausoleum of Sandal al-Merghany
Archives building
Sabil of Qaytbay
Madrasa of IlGay al-Yusufi
Madrasa of Sultan Hassan
Mosque of Gawhar al-Lala
Mosque of al-Mahmoudeya
Mosque of al-Ghuri
Minaret of Qanibay al-Jarkasi

State con.
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Zawiya of Mostafa Pasha
Madrasa of Beshir Agha al-Gemdar
Mosque of al-Refa’i
Mosque of Mangak al-Yusufi
Minaret of al-Boqli
Mosque of Mughlbay Taz
Madrasa of Azbak al-Yusufi
Sabil of Abdel Rahman Katkhuda
Mausoleum of al-Sayeda Rokaya
Remains of al-Ghuri palace
Mausoleum of Atika and al-Ga’efary
Madrasa of Khoshqudum al-Ahmadi
Mosque of Badr al-Din al-Wana’e

Used
Fair

Bad
Dilapidated

34 monuments are currently not being used
Eight monuments are in good state of conservation and go
unused for several reasons. Two of the buildings were
restored recently and are in the final stages of being handed
over from the contractors to the MoA (namely, the Mosque
of Itomosh and Hawd of Itomosh). One monument (Mosque
of Ahmed Koheya) has been restored since 2010, but for
bureaucratic reasons has never been made available to the
Ministry of Endowments for reactivation for religious uses.
According to the inspectors from the MoA, a few
monuments were closed after the January 25 uprising. The
lack of security has led to continuous looting of the
monuments (e.g. Sabil of Agha Dar al-Sa’ada, next to Taz
Palace).

State of conservation of used
monuments
Dilapidated
7%

Bad
21%
Good
49%
Fair
23%

Madrasa of Khoshqodam al-Ahmadi
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Four other monuments were restored but remain closed for
no clear reason.
Six monuments are in fair condition and not used, seven
monuments are in bad condition and not used, and 13
monuments are dilapidated and not used.
Monument
Mosque of Itomosh al-Begasi
Mosque of Ahmed Koheya
Khanqah of Shykho
Mausoleum of Tarabay
Hawd of Itomosh al-Begasi
Sabil of Agha Dar al-Sa’ada
Ribat Azdumur
Mausoleum of Ahmed Pasha Taher
Zawiya of Hassan al-Romi
Sabil-Kuttab of al-Qizlar
Sabil-Kuttab ‘Abbas Agha
Sabil-Kuttab Hassan Katkhuda
Wikala of Waqf al-Tutungy
Sabil Um ‘Abbas
Sabil of Mustafa Sinan
Sabil of Yusuf Bey
Mausoleum of Safi al-Din Gawhar
Tomb of al-Shurafa
Mausoleum of Qansuh Abo Sa’id
Waterwheel of al-Nasir Mohamed
Mosque Mohammad Pasha Taher
Mausoleum of Yunus al-Dawadar
Khanqah of Nizam al-Din
Sabil of Shykho
Ribat Ahmed Ibn Soliman

State con.

Usage

Gate of Mangak al-Yusufi
Mausoleum al-Komi
Mausoleum of Singar al-Mozafar
Palace of Prince Yashbak
Gate of Darb al-Labbana
Sabil of Prince Khalil
Sabil of Ahmed Afandi Selim
Mausoleum of Ragab al-Shirazi
Wall of Qaramidan

Dilapidated

Good
Fair

Bad

None

Sabil of Agha Dar al-Sa’ada.
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Mosque of Ahmed Koheya

Ribat Ahmed Ibn Soliman

State of conservation of monuments not
in use

Good
22%
Dilapidated
38%

Fair
18%

Bad
22%

Mausoleum of Yunus al-Dewidar
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Regarding the survey outcomes, it was recognized that a building’s
typology affects its state of conservation and usage.
1-Mosques-Madrasas-Khanqah-Zawiya (33 monuments):
Mosques and madrasas get more attention than other monuments
(more than 50% of the mosques within the Action Area are
restored). 27 These buildings are mainly used for prayer (religious
use). The mandate of the Ministry of Endowments (Awqaf) is to
ensure the continuity of these buildings’ use for religious purposes.
In some cases, local residents are culturally and emotionally attached
to certain mosques for prayer, which again ensures the continuity of
their religious use.
As shown in the table below, almost all the mosques, madrasas,
khanqah and zawiya are used (27 out of 33 mosques). Out of the six
mosques that are not in use, only three in a good state of
conservation have not yet been received by Awqaf, and thus have
not resumed their active religious function. Furthermore, nine of the
mosques are in bad condition or dilapidated, but only two are not in
use.
Monument
Mosque of Ulmas al-Hagib
Mosque of al-Amir Shaykho
Mosque of Qanibay al-Mohammadi
Mosque of al-Ghuri
Mosque of Hassan Pasha Taher
Mosque of Ahmed Ibn Tulun
Mosque of Itomosh al-Begasi
Mosque of al-Sayeda Aicha
Mosque of Ahmed Koheya
27

State con.
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good

Usage
Used
Used
Used
Used
Used
Used
None
Used
None

Zawiya-Khanqah of Idikin al-Bondekdary
Khanqah of Shykho
Madrasa of Sarghatmish
Madrasa of Sonqor al-Sa’di
Mosque of Gawhar al-Lala
Mosque of al-Mahmoudeya
Mosque of al-Ghuri
Minaret of Qanibay al-Sharkasi
Mosque of al-Refa’i
Madrasa of Sultan Hassan
Madrasa of IlGay al-Yusufi
Madrasa of Taghribardi
Madrasa of Beshir Agha al-Gemdar
Zawiya of Mostafa Pasha
Zawiya of Hassan al-Romi
Mosque of Mangak al-Yusufi
Minaret of al-Boqli
Mosque of Mughlbay Taz
Mosque Hag Mohamed Pasha
Madrasa of Azbak al-Yusufi
Mosque of Badr al-Din al-Wana’e
Madrasa of Qanibay (Amir Khur)
Madrasa of Khoshqodam al-Ahmadi
Khanqah of Nizam al-Din

10 Mosques.
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Good
Good
Good
Good
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Bad
Bad
Bad
Bad
Bad
Dilapidated
Dilapidated
Dilapidated
Dilapidated

Used
None
Used
Used
Used
Used
Used
Used
Used
Used
Used
P/used
Used
Used
None
Used
Used
Used
None
Used
Used
P/used
Used
None
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2-Palaces and Houses (six monuments):

•

The example of mansions and palaces shows how monuments can be
reused and adaptively transformed from their original use. Four of
these monuments are currently in use. The two other palaces that
are not in use are in bad and dilapidated condition.

•

The following table shows the state of conservation and usage of
houses within the action area:

•

Monument
Palace of Prince Taz
House of Al-Kretliya
House of Amna Bent Salem
House of ‘Ali Labib
Remains of al-Ghuri palace
Palace of Prince Yashbak

Restored
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

State con.
Good
Good
Good
Good
Bad
Dilapidated

Usage
Used
Used
Used
Used
Used
None

Photo from the court of Prince Taz Palace, with children doing
activities

•
•

Palace of Prince Taz: The palace, built in the Mamluk period,
was reused and converted to school for girls during the reign
of Khedive Isma’il. The palace was restored in 2009, and is
currently used for cultural events; part of it is also used as a
museum for Mamluk history.
Houses of al-Kritleya and Amna bent Salem: the two houses
were reused as a museum (Gayer Anderson Museum). The
museum was restored in 2003.
House of Ali Labib: restored in 2009, the house was reused as
an exhibition hall (House of Egyptian Architecture) that
presents the history of Egyptian architecture from ancient
Egypt to contemporary times.
Although the entrance of Al Ghuri palace is the only
remaining part, it was restored and attached to a new wall
forming part of a school.
The Palace of Yashbak is the only one that is in very bad
condition. Most of the palace is in ruins except for the
outstanding entrance and the remaining hall inside.

Palace of Yashbak, as shown its very bad condition
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3- Mausoleums (16 monuments):
Out of 16 independent mausoleums, only six (less than 40% of the
total) are in good state of conservation. Five of those mausoleums
constitute exceptions because of the popularity of the person buried
within. Believers’ devotion leads to intensive use of mausoleums like
al-Sayeda Rokaya, ‘Atika and al-Ja’fery, Mohamed al-Anwar and
Sandal al-Merghany, and also results in abundant donations for their
maintenance. The mausoleum of Mostafa Kamel is used as a
museum dedicated to Mostafa Kamel’s life and work. 28
Monument
Mausoleum of Ahmed Pasha Taher
Mausoleum of Tarabay
Mausoleum of Sandal al-Merghany
Tomb of Abd Allah al-Ghafir
Mausoleum of Mustafa Kamel
Mausoleum of Mohamed al-Anwar
Mausoleum of Shagarat al-Durr
Mausoleum of Safi al-Din Gawhar
Mausoleum of al-Sayeda Rokaya
Mausoleum of Atika and al-Ga’efary
Mausoleum of Qansuh Abu Sa’id
Tomb of al-Shurafa
Mausoleum of Yunus al-Dwidar
Mausoleum of Singar al-Mozafar
Mausoleum of Ragab al-Shirazi
Mausoleum of al-Komi

28

State con.
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Bad
Bad
Bad
Bad
Bad
Bad
Dilapidated
Dilapidated
Dilapidated
Dilapidated

Usage
None
None
Used
Used
Used
Under rest
Under rest
None
Used
Used
None
None
None
None
None
None

Mausoleum of Mostafa Kamel

Mausoleum of Sandal al-Merghany

Mostafa Kamel was a leader of the nationalist movement during the
reign of Khedive ‘Abbas Helmy II.
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4- Sabil-Kuttab and Hawd (16 monuments):
The sabils are only used if there are shops included in them (these
were were usually used as waqf for the monument). Unfortunately
there is only one sabil still in use in the Action Area. The MoC has
reused the Sabil of Qaytbay as a library for Islamic art and
architecture.
There are only two partially used sabils in the Action Area (i.e. those
in which the sabil itself is closed but the shops attached to it are still
functioning).
Both hawds are unused; one was recently restored (Hawd of
Itomosh), the other is undergoing restoration (Hawd of Shaykho).
Monument
Sabil of Agha Dar al-Sa’ada
Sabil of Qaytbay
Sabil of Prince Abdullah
Hawd of Itomosh al-Begasi
Sabil-Kuttab of al-Qizlar
Sabil-Kuttab ‘Abbas Agha
Sabil-Kuttab Hassan Katkhuda
Sabil Um ‘Abbas
Hawd of Shykho
Sabil of Mustafa Sinan
Sabil of Abdel Rahman Katkhuda
Sabil of Yusuf Bey
Sabil Mustafa Bey Tabtabay
Sabil of Prince Shykho
Sabil of Prince Khalil
Sabil of Ahmed Afandi Selim

State con.
Good
Good
Good
Good
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Bad
Bad
Bad
Bad
Dilapidated
Dilapidated
Dilapidated

Usage
None
Used
p/used
None
None
None
None
None
Under rest.
None
Used
None
P/used
None
None
None

Sabil Qaytbay

Sabil Mostafa Bey Tabtabay
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5- Other Typologies within the Action Area (10 monuments):
Ten other monuments in the action area have different typologies
from those mentioned above. The Archives Building is the only
building in use on this list, and its current use corresponds to its
original one. The other nine monuments on the list are not in use.
Two of them were recently restored (Ribat Azdumur and Wikala of
waqf al-Tutungy), and another two are undergoing restoration
(Bimaristan al-Mo’aydi and Tekiya of Taki al-Din al-Bistami).
The potential reuse of monuments related to the fortification
(consisting of freestanding elements) is limited to their original
functions (e.g. passage for the gates such as the Gate of Mangak and
the Gate of Darb al-Labbana). The wall of Qaramidan is instead
mostly buried and surrounded by industrial workshops.

Wall of Qaramidan

Monument
Ribat Azdumur
Archives Building
Bimaristan al-Mo’aydi
Wikala of Waqf al-Tutungy
Waterwheel of al-Nasir Mohamed
Tekiya of Taki al-Din al-Bistami
Wall of Qaramidan
Gate of Darb al-Labbana
Gate of Mangak al-Yusufi
Ribat Ahmed Ibn Soliman

Bimaristan al-Mo’ayedy
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State con.
Good
Good
Fair
Fair
Bad
Dilapidated
Dilapidated
Dilapidated
Dilapidated
Dilapidated

Usage
None
Used
Under rest.
None
None
Under rest.
None
None
None
None
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Conclusion:

State of Conservation:

The Action Area is located to the north of the southern cemeteries,
which has influenced the location of the monuments. As shown in
the map of the monuments, most listed buildings are concentrated
to the north. Only a few are in the south, facing the cemeteries (e.g.
the mosques of al-Ghuri, al-Sayed Aicha, Badr al-Din al-Wana’e and
the mausoleums of Shagarat al-Durr, Atika and Ga’efry and al-Sayeda
Rokaya).

Most of the interventions made by the MoA are for monuments
located on the main historic “spines”, especially monuments of an
important scale or those grouped together in complexes. As shown
in the map in the next page, 18 restored monuments are located on
al-Saliba and al-Seyoufeya streets. Furthermore, three other
monuments located in the aforementioned streets are undergoing
restoration. 29

The monuments are concentrated around the Action Area’s two
main “spines”, al-Saliba Street and al-Seyoufiya Streets. al-Saliba is a
major “spine” linking the Citadel Square with al-Sayeda Zynab
Square. Al-Seyoufeya Street is the southern extension of al-Muizz le
din Allah Street and links the historic city to the southern cemeteries.

Additionally, there are seven monuments within the Action Project
that are situated between Bab al-Wazir Street and Darb al-Labbana.
Out of these seven monuments, three have been restored by the
AKTC, and two have been restored and two are undergoing
restoration by the MoA. 30 This area is of importance to the Action
Project, and was part of the building-by-building survey conducted
by URHC in 2014. It is located between Darb Al Ahmar and the
Citadel Square.
Within the Action Project, 34 monuments are in need of urgent
intervention (42%). Half of these monuments (17 listed buildings) are
in a dilapidated state of conservation. As shown on the map, most of
these monuments are not located on the main “spines”.
This is indicative of a policy that prioritizes buildings of monumental
scale rather than the neighbourhood’s small- and medium-scale
monuments. Under this policy, small-scaled monuments suffer from
greater neglect, unless used by the community for religious or social
purposes.

The area of Bab al-Wazir and the cemetery area from the khanqah of
Nizam al-Din

29

Mausoleum of Mohammad al-Anwar (by donations), Mausoleum of
Shagarat al-Durr (by USAid) and Hawd Shykho (by the MoA).
30
Bimaristan al-Mo’aydi and Tekiya of Taki al-Din al-Bistami.
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Usage:
Historic Cairo is a living city; it has been lived in and adapted over
time, as can be observed in its streets and buildings. Monuments
have been reused and transformed through different periods in
history. For example, the Mosque of Khushqudom al-Ahmadi was
originally the hall of an old palace, and was later reused as a mosque
in the Mamluk period.
Leaving monuments closed with no use is a threat to their existence:
the use of a monument leads to its regular maintenance. Reusing a
monument has the potential to create a link between the monument
and local residents, especially when the new function addresses
residents’ needs or provides a service to them (e.g. culture,
education or healthcare). However, the criteria for the reuse of
buildings are not clear. Most of the reuses observed in Cairo are
related to religious or cultural functions. Services—clinics, schools,
craft teaching, workshops, commercial, etc.—are not envisioned for
these monuments.
Protection zones:
The protection zone perimeters provided by the MoA to URHC show
no regular criteria for how they are identified. Certain monuments
do not possess these zones at all. Also, the protection zone and the
approved aesthetic boundary for the monuments make it difficult to
obtain building/restoration permits for buildings that are located
inside them. This has affected the immediate surroundings of the
monuments and the urban fabric in general.

conservation, restoration and maintenance, and supervises all
projects related to the monuments. 31
The violations
The majority of violations recorded by the SCA deal with building
activity in proximity to the monuments: construction, demolition or
lack of administrative permits. Other violations are directly
connected to the monuments themselves, such as the restoration of
parts of the monument without prior permission from the SCA. Since
the protection zone is considered an archaeological site and thus
part of the monuments, any activity (building, planting trees, using
an area for parking, etc.) is considered a violation.
Recommendations:
An inventory of all the monuments within the Historic Cairo World
Heritage property is needed. The inventory should include the
current state of conservation, a historical brief, a clarification of
ownership, and scheduled restoration and maintenance projects for
each monument. Also, it is recommended that this information be
made available on site and shared with all the stakeholders of
Historic Cairo. The inventory should be updated regularly.
•

Ownership:

•

It was not easy to identify the ownership of the listed monuments
and to clarify each stakeholder’s responsibilities. The Ministry of
Endowments (Awqaf) is the official owner of most of the
monuments. The Ministry of Antiquities is responsible for monument

On the subject of the state of conservation, it is
recommended that a general strategy be applied for
identifying monuments in need of restoration. This strategy
should address the identification of dilapidated monuments
in order to create a priority action list with the goal of
stopping their deterioration.
On the subject of monument reuse, it is recommended that
defined guidelines be created for reuse in general. However,

31

See UNESCO WHC - URHC Project: "Managing the Awqaf properties in
Historic Cairo", Dina Bakhoum, June 2014.
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•

•

the reuse of monuments should be conceived in the context
of a comprehensive vision for the area, taking into account
the different sector studies in order to address the area’s
needs and those of its residents.
Regarding the protection zone, it is recommended that the
monuments’ zones and aesthetic boundaries be revised and
that the practice of demolishing adjoining or nearby
structures in order to “free” the monuments be halted The
concept of protection zones has to change from the notion
of isolating the monument from its surroundings to one that
aims to integrate the monument into its surroundings.
Regarding violations, it is recommended that the MoA and
the Cairo Governorate work in close consultation to stop the
violations. 32
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 ﺃﺳﺱ، ﻣﺭﻛﺯ ﺍﻟﺩﺭﺍﺳﺎﺕ ﺍﻟﺗﺧﻁﻳﻁﻳﺔ ﻭ ﺍﻟﻣﻌﻣﺎﺭﻳﺔ – ﻣﺭﻛﺯ ﺍﺣﻳﺎء ﺗﺭﺍﺙ ﺍﻟﻌﻣﺎﺭﺓ ﺍﻹﺳﻼﻣﻳﺔﺍﻟﺗﺻﻣﻳﻡ ﺍﻟﻣﻌﻣﺎﺭﻯ ﻭ ﺍﻟﺗﺧﻁﻳﻁ ﺍﻟﺣﺿﺭﻯ ﻓﻰ ﺍﻟﻌﺻﻭﺭ ﺍﻹﺳﻼﻣﻳﺔ ﺍﻟﻣﺧﺗﻠﻔﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﻌﺎﺻﻣﺔ
1990 ، ﻣﻧﻅﻣﺔ ﺍﻟﻌﺎﻭﺻﻡ ﻭ ﺍﻟﻣﺩﻥ ﺍﻹﺳﻼﻣﻳﺔ،ﺍﻟﻘﺎﻫﺭﺓ
 ﺍﻟﺧﻁﻁ ﺍﻟﺗﻭﻓﻳﻘﻳﺔ ﺍﻟﺟﺩﻳﺩﺓ ﻟﻣﺻﺭ ﻭ ﺍﻟﻘﺎﻫﺭﺓ ﻭ ﻣﺩﻧﻬﺎ ﻭ ﺑﻼﺩﻫﺎ ﺍﻟﻘﺩﻳﻣﺔ. ﻋﻠﻰ ﺑﺎﺷﺎ ﻣﺑﺎﺭﻙ،ﻭﺍﻟﺷﻬﻳﺭﺓ
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Related to the protection zone of the monuments.
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Glossary

Khanqah: building designed specifically for gatherings of the Sufi
brotherhood; a spiritual retreat and character reformation.

Ablaq: striped masonry.
Katkhuda: Officer of the Janissary corps.
Arabesque: Ornament based on vegetal forms in which leaves and
stems form a reciprocal, continuous, interlacing pattern.

Kufic: angular calligraphic script; the earliest Islamic style of
handwritten alphabet that was used to record Quran.

Awqaf: a system of endowments that existed and still exist in
numerous Islamic countries. Another word describing the same
system is “habs”.

Madrasa: school for religious studies (study of Quran), often
associated with a mosque.

Bab: Gate or portal.

Maghsal: a place where someone’s dead body gets washed before
getting buried.

Bimaristan: charity clinic/public hospital normally developed around
an inner courtyard with several water features.

Maliki (al-Malikiyah): one of the four Sunni Schools of Islamic law.

Darb: a main street within the neighbourhood, which can be classed
as inferior as regards width and mobility provision after the Shari’.

Mamluks: literally it means “owned” or a slave soldier. The Mamluks
took control of several Muslim states. Started with the overthrow of
the Ayubid dynasty, and ruled Egypt from 1250 AD to 1517 AD.

Dawadar: Secretary to the Sultan.
Mashhad: commemorative foundation for a saint or venerated figure.
Emir: Prince; commander.
Mazhab: a division in Islam, like Sunni and Shi’a.
Fatimids: a religious and political dynasty that dominated an empire
in North Africa and Middle East. The Fatimids ruled Egypt from 969
AD to 1171 AD.
Hara: an alley branching off or a Shari’ or Darb. Historically, hara
used to have a dead end to provide privacy for its inhabitants.
Hawd: public trough for watering animals.
Iwan: portico or a hall opened on one side facing the courtyard in
mosque or madrasa.
Khalawati order: a famous Sufi order, founded in Afghanistan. The
name was taken from the Arabic word khalwa (isolation from the
world for mystical purposes).

Menbar: The pulpit from which a sheikh gives a sermon.
Midan: an open space, usually surrounded by buildings and located
at the meeting point of different streets. Usually bigger than a Saha,
and has no defined shape.
Mihrab: Prayer niche in the qibla wall (which faces Mecca) of the
mosque.
Muqarnas: Squinch, an architectural ornament that is the transition
part from the square to dome.
Mushahar: the exchange of different colours, whether striped marble,
stone or brick.
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Ottoman: an empire created by the Turkish tribes in Anatolia. The
Ottomans ruled Egypt from 1517 to 1805.

Sunni: one of the two major divisions of Islam.
Tariqa: order (e.g., the Sufi Order).

Qa’a: reception room in a house or a palace.
Qibla: direction of prayer towards al-Ka’ba in Mecca.

Tekiya: building that appeared in the Ottoman period and served the
function of a khanqah, however also including a health clinic and
residential complex for Sufis, built around courtyard.

Quism: (Police Station) Security jurisdiction.
Wazir: Vizier.
Rab’: initially developed in the Mamluk era as a housing solution for
the lower and middle classes.
Ribat: hospice (poorhouse) for the poor.

Wikala: rectangular structure built around a courtyard that
historically provided lower level space for commercial transactions
(production, sales and storage) and, on the upper level, lodging for
merchants and travellers.

Sabil: building used as a public water dispensary.
Zawiya: small place for praying.
Sabil-Kuttab: a sabil joined to a kuttab. The kuttab is a school,
serving mainly the local neighbourhood.

Ziyada: literally “addition”, referring to the outer courtyards or
areas that separated early mosques from the urban scene.

Sakkia: mechanical device used to raise water from wells or pits.
Salsabeel: interior wall fountain, generally an inclined marble slab in
a niche.
Shafi’i (al-Shafi’yah): One of the four Sunni schools of Islamic law.
Shyakha: political electoral zones and the smallest municipal division
used to collect statistical data.
Shiites: one of the two major divisions in Islam.
Sikka: an axis that was considered a new cut within the urban fabric.
Silahdar: commander of armies (sword-bearer).
Sufis: mystical Islamic belief and practice in which Muslims seek to
find the truth of divine love and knowledge through direct personal
experience of God.
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Annex 1: Statement of Outstanding Universal Value drafted by URHC
HISTORIC CAIRO (EGYPT)
Cairo has been a dominant political, cultural, commercial and religious capital throughout history playing a prominent role during
Fatimids and Mamluks, leading to a cosmopolitan city in Ottoman times. Due to its unique peculiar skyline, it has been known to
scholars and historians as “City of the thousand minarets”.
Cairo’s strategic location on the tip of the Delta, between the river Nile (East) and the Moqattam Hill (West), protected by vast desert
plain on either side had led to an uninterrupted stream of historic events and continuous human interaction with the Site. This
continuity shaped a variety of unique urban settlements characterized by domestic, religious, commercial and civil architecture;
prominent by fortifications and a series of sophisticated hydraulics’ artifacts (Nilometer, Aqueduct, cisterns, sabīls, ḥammāms and
ports) to master the Nile.
Since the 7th century, a variety of archaeological and historical significant settlements still exists:
•

al-Fusṭāṭ, Misr al-ʻAtīqa, the first city founded in 642 AD by the Muslims in Egypt. The site includes the Roman fortress of Babylon (around 100 AD), the former
centre of Coptic Egypt with its peculiar churches and monasteries; and the oldest synagogue in Egypt famous for the Cairo Geniza documents. Besides, alFusṭāṭ includes the first mosque founded in Egypt and Africa by ʻAmr Ibn al-ʻĀṣ, and the archaeological site of the city’s early settlement that was once the
centre of glass and ceramic artisanal production;

•

Al-Qaṭā’iʻ, the royal Tulunid city, represented by the unique mosque of Ahmad ibn Ṭūlūn (876-79 AD). At present, the Tulunid mosque is surrounded by the
th
areas of Ṣālibah and Qal’at al-Kabsh that flourished in the 14 century with Mamluk architectural masterpieces found along the lanes of Shāri as-Ṣaliba and
Shāri al-Ṣufeya (the extension of the Qasaba);

•

The Citadel area, where the Ayyubids erected their fortress (around 1176 AD) on the hill, which became a favourable location to the rulers of Cairo for
hundreds of years. The area comprises the historic city walls and various architectural masterpieces, such as the Bahri Mamluk madrasa of Sultan Ḥasan
(1356-63 AD), located at the Citadel’s base on a square once famous for prestigious ceremonies and processions. Furthermore, the paramount artisanal area
of al-Darb al-Ahmar is located beside the Citadel; it was originally the site of Fatimid and Ayyubid cemeteries transformed by the Mamluks to an urban area
comprising significant Mamluk and Ottoman monuments and important thoroughfares such as Sūq as-Silāḥ and al-Tabbāna;

•

The Fatimid nucleus of al-Qāhira, located inside the city fortification of Badr al-Jamālī (1087-92 AD), of which remaining gates are Bāb Zuwayla to the south
and Bāb al-Naṣr and Bāb al-Futūḥ to the north. The area comprises the highest concentration of Fatimid, Ayyubid, Mamluk and Ottoman monuments in Cairo
both along its main spines connecting the city gates, and the network of alleys linking these spines;

•

The necropolis, Cairo’s great cemeteries, is located on both sides of the Citadel forming a belt around the historic city. The southern cemeteries (with the
th
famous mausoleum of Imām al-Shāfiʻī (1211 AD), as well as with significant shrines, tombs and mausoleums from the 10 century onwards) stretch east to
the Tulunid mosque towards al-Fusṭāṭ area south; while the northern cemeteries (also called the Mamluk cemeteries) extend north to the Citadel along the
eastern boundaries of Fatimid Cairo. The necropolis contains a large number of mausoleums and funerary complexes of all periods representing a unique
settlement that combines religious, ceremonial and urban residential functions (since living in the cemeteries represents a continuation of an old Cairene
tradition).

•

Būlāq, the main port of Cairo in the 15 century, was considered a vital commercial and industrial area supplying the capital with goods imported from the
th
surrounding regions. The port, that has preserved its significance until the 19 century, included a great number of wakālas, caravanserais and takiyyas, in
addition to significant mosques. Today, some of its masterpieces are still preserved and reflect the lively economic activity that existed in the area.
th
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Historic Cairo is inscribed under the following criteria that enlighten the Outstanding Universal Values of the site:
Criterion (i): Represent a unique artistic or aesthetic achievement, a masterpiece of human creative genius;
Worldwide, few cities are as rich as Cairo in monuments, artifacts and in the complete urban ensemble, expressing layers of history.
With stunning works of human creativity representing early Umayyad, Tulunid, Fatimid and Ayyubid architecture; with artistic genius
and urban integration of religious complexes and domestic architecture during Mamluks and Ottomans, the city was a model of
splendid Islamic architecture that had a great influence on the Islamic world.
Several great monuments in Cairo are considered masterpieces representing incontestable architectural and artistic qualities. The
mosque of Ahmad ibn Ṭūlūn (876-79 AD), the main congregation mosque of the Tulunid city, with its spiral minaret, its pointed
arches open into a vast court and its peculiar crenellations; is considered an undisputable model of early Islamic architecture
influenced by the Samarran style. The distinctive Fatimid architecture (969–1171 AD) represented by the city fortifications and gates,
as well as by significant mausloeums, shrines, and mosques (such as al-Azhar, al-Ḥākim, al-Aqmar and al-Ṣāliḥ Ṭalā'iʻ), is of
decisive importance to the history of the monumental Islamic art. The extraordinary Bahri Mamluk (1250-1382 AD) and Burgi Mamluk
(1382-1517 AD) monuments such as the madrasas-mausoleums of Sultan Qalāwūn, Sultan al-Nāṣir Muḥammad, and Sultan Haṣan,
as well as the religious-funerary complex of Sultan al-Ghūrī reign triumphant above the skyline of Cairo, the refinement of their
colorful architecture is boldly defined, original and unexpected: Stone domes decorated with floral and geometrical patterns, elegant
minarets with chiseled cantilevers, tall facades with extensive marble decorations, inscription bands, medallions, and balconies
mounted on intricate stalactites.
Criterion (v): Be a characteristic example of a significant, traditional style of architecture, method of construction, or form
of town planning or traditional human settlement that is fragile by nature or has become vulnerable under the impact of
irreversible socio-cultural or economic change;
Historic Cairo is an outstanding example of integrated urban fabric, expressing the coexistence of different cultures and human
interaction with the environment. Within its perimeters, the city encloses a variety of unique settlements as a result of the continuous
urban process that started in 100 AD, through the Roman Fortress of Babylon, the Coptic quarter, and the early Islamic cities.
The human interaction with the Nile River and the lakes has shaped Cairo’s settlements and its architecture. The Aqueduct has
created a link between the city and the Nile, which made it possible to accommodate Cairo’s development, and to erect a network of
canals, cisterns, sabīls, and ḥammāms. The two historic ports of Būlāq (north) and al-Fusṭāṭ (south) were strongly connected to the
use of the Nile: The historic development of trade with Europe enhanced the northern port of Būlāq, while the trade with India and
Africa enhanced the southern port of al-Fusṭāṭ, strongly expressed through architectural masterpieces of wakālas and ribāʻ
(residential units often above shops).
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Since the second half of the 19th century, the development of Cairo reflects the socio-economic changes of the modernization and is
affected by environmental constrains transforming the functions and uses of the city. Nevertheless, the development of the modern
city was connected to the mastering of the river Nile, the lakes and the canals: The dams have allowed the building up on wetlands
connected to the Nile, the drain of the lakes has filled the historic core with newer settlements, and the filling up of the canals has
added to the previous street network. Historic Cairo became vulnerable due to these pressures, which entailed new streets opening
in the original fabric, the change of functions in historical buildings (caravanserais, madrasas, sabīls), and the widespread use of new
architectural models. The transformations, however, added to the variety of settlements and monuments, without major alterations to
the historic urban fabric.
Criterion (vi): Be most importantly associated with ideas or beliefs, with events or with persons, of outstanding historical
importance or significance
Cairo has always been a crucial religious, political, commercial and cultural center in the Middle East and in the Mediterranean
region. Particularly between the 9th and 15th centuries, it represented a prominent city where pioneer scientists, medicines,
astronomers, theologians and writers had a vital influence beyond the Islamic World. An outstanding example of this cultural tradition
is associated to al-Azhar, which is still considered a leading theological and university center for the Muslim World since its
foundation in 970 AD.
Historic Cairo is an outstanding example of historic urban environment strongly connected to its living tradition. The community life
has ensured the survival of traditional markets, local craftsmanship and traditional know-how. Furthermore, religious, festival
processions (mūlīds) and story tellers are strongly connected with local and traditional believes currently still celebrated in the
Cairene streets. Historic Cairo's living traditions have inspired contemporary literature and visual arts, helping the diffusion of
Egyptian culture in the world. The fruitful coexistence of diverse cultures and religions enlightens a rich intangible heritage.
Authenticity (2011):
The inscribed World Heritage Site testifies Outstanding Universal Value. The great concentration of monuments, that represent
different historic eras including remained domestic dwellings, form Cairo's rich cultural heritage. This is clearly seen in the
architecture, the building materials, the traditional crafts and the construction skills (stone carving, wood work, ivory inlay, blown
glass, ceramics, cooper work…). The historic urban landscapes (skylines and streetscapes) are visible in the city's morphology with
various architectural masterpieces. Cultural and religious traditions are still meaningful and shape layers of urban reality. The
physical evidence of the city and its great past remain prominent, although alteration occurred to the tangible and intangible heritage.
Within the greater metropolitan city of Cairo, the role and location of the historic city is preserved, being the centre of a cultural,
religious and commercial life. The continuity of the traditional activities had implied a transformation and adaptation throughout the
years to ensure its survival.
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Integrity (2011):
Historic Cairo's overall urban structure, as well as its visual integrity and recognizable skyline are intact. Despite the transformations
that occurred in the urban fabric, the city's profile, which is characterized by monuments, domestic architecture, traditional markets,
crafts and festivals, is largely preserved. In the last decades, a movement of conservation has restored a large number of Cairo's
monumental masterpieces, which architectural features and materials still have a high degree of integrity. The city's minor and
vernacular architecture has been strongly renovated or replaced often with inconsistent buildings; however, the persistence of the
historic spatial structure (street patterns, landmarks, anchors and activities) has guaranteed the vitality of its community life that
represents an incontestable intangible heritage. Nonetheless, the ongoing urban development in and around the site may represent a
threat as for the impact of the traffic, land use and environmental changes.
The boundaries of the World Heritage Site have been outlined to include the whole area defined by the historic street pattern with
monuments representing different cultural and architectural layers of history. This is to insure the preservation of Historic Cairo in its
integrity.
Management (2011):
It is needed to protect the World Heritage Site integrity to ensure its transmission to future generations. In the 1979 Nomination file
the geographical definition of the site was unclear. Details on protective, legal and administrative measures were insufficient. Since
1999, the World Heritage Committee encouraged in several occasions the State Party to formalize the limits of the inscribed site and
pointed out the need to strengthen the coordination among the various institutions involved in the rehabilitation of the site.
Furthermore, at its more recent sessions, the Committee requested the Egyptian Authorities to prepare a comprehensive urban plan
for the conservation and development of the old city (Dec. 31 COM7B.6 and 32 COM 7B.58, 2007), which obviously implies the
definition of a clear perimeter for the “core areas” and the “buffer zones” with related protection measures.
With reference to the decision of the WH Committee taken during the 29th session held in Durban in 2005, the Egyptian Government
submitted to UNESCO–WHC a “primary plan to define the borders of Historic Cairo” that included 5 zones (according to the 1979
nomination file), with the specification that “the buffer zones are currently under discussion among the governmental bodies”. Among
those, the “zone 1” encompasses the study area of the “Historic Cairo” project launched by the Ministry of Culture in 2002.
Later on in 2007, responding to the request of the World Heritage Committee, the Egyptian Supreme Council of Antiquities submitted
officially to the World Heritage Centre of UNESCO four maps indicating the boundaries of the WH site based on the decree N° 1481
dated 22/06/1993, and signed by the President of the “Permanent Commission of Islamic and Coptic Antiquities”. These maps are
nowadays the only official document providing a delimitation of the WH site.
As reported by several WHC mission reports following the 2007 submission, there was a continuing lack of a precise delimitation of
the site, and the absence of related protection measures, most of all concerning the historic urban fabric.
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In July 2010, within the framework of the Program “Safeguarding of Cultural Heritage in Egypt”, where the World Heritage Centre
works in close consultation with Egyptian Authorities to support the Management of World Heritage Sites within Egyptian territories,
the “Urban Regeneration Project for Historic Cairo (URHC)” was launched by the World Heritage Centre, with the general aim to
define the perimeters of the site and its buffer zones, and to provide the property with management and conservation plans, as well
as adequate measures to insure the protection of Historic Cairo in cooperation with the concerned governmental bodies and
stakeholders.
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Annex 2: ICOMOS technical review
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Annex 3: List of monuments restored by SCA during the Historic Cairo restoration Project

Phase

Name of the Project

Phase 1
(including 46 Monument)

Al-Ayni

Abu'l Dhahab

Al-Ghuri complex

al-Mu'ayyad Shaykh
Northern Wall
Al-Silahdar
Wikalat al-Ghuri

Monuments included in the project

Monuments included in the project

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mosque of al-Ayni
House of Sitt Wasila'
Zawiya of Ahmad ibn Sha'ban
Sabil-kuttab of Qaytbay
Mausoleum of Sudun al-Qasrawi
Façade of Qaytbay
Mosque of Mohammad Bey Abu'l Dhahab
Hawd & sabil of Muhammad Bey Abu'l Dhahab
Sabil-Kuttab of Zayn al-Abidin
Sabil-kuttab of Sulayman Bey al-Kharbutli
Mosque of Umm al-Ghulam
Sabil of al-Bazdar

•
•
•
•
•

Sabil-kuttab of Abu'l Iqbal 'Arifin Bey
Minaret of Shaker ibn Ghannam
Qa'a of al-Dardir
Sabil-kuttab of Khalil Effendi al-Muqati'gui
Mosque of Kafur al-Zimam

•
•
•
•
•
•

Sabil-Kuttab of Isma'il ibn Ahmad
Sabil-kuttab of al-Sayyid 'Ali ibn Hayza'
Mosque of Almalik al-Gukandar
Mosque of Aydumur al-Bahlawan
Khan al-Zaraksha
Takiya of Abu'l Dhahab

•
•
•
•
•
•

Mausoleum & sabil-kuttab of al-Ghuri
Sabil of Kosa Sinan
Wikalat al-Sanadqiya
Two street roofings behind al-Ghuri mosque
Wikalat al-Gallaba
Bab al-Ghuri

•
•
•
•
•
•

Asquf al-Sanadqiya
Wikala of Sulayman Agha al-Silahdar
Façade of the wikala of Bedawiya Shahin
Zawiya of Ga'far al-Sadiq
Wikala of Taghribardi
Bab al-Badistan al-Ghuri

•

Mosque of al-Mu'ayyad Shaykh

•
•
•
•
•

Northern wall
Bab al-Nasr
Mosque of Sulayman Agha al-Silahdar
Mosque of Mahmud Moharram
Wikalat al-Ghuri

•

Bab al-Futuh

•

Sabil-kuttab of Tusun Pasha
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Phase

Name of the Project

Monuments included in the project
Maq'ad of Mamay al-Sa'ifii
Mausoleum & madrasa of Salih Negm alDin Ayyub
Gate of the Bayt al-Qadi

•
•
•
•

Sabil-Kuttab of Khusraw Pasha
Remains of the madrasa of al-Zahir Baybars
Wikala in the waqf of al-Haramayn
Qa'a of Muhib al Din al-Muwaqqi

•

Façade of the mosque of 'Abd al-Latif alQarafi
Palace of Bashtak

•
•

Mosque of al-Sultan al-Kamil
Hammam of Inal

•
•

Mosque of Muhib al-Din Abu'l Tayyib
Complex of al-Nasir Muhammad

•
•

Mosque of Sultan Barquq
Mosque of Qadi 'Abd al-Basit

•

Mosque & sabil-kuttab of Shaykh 'Ali alMutahhar
Mosque of Qadi Sharaf al-Din

•
•
•

Mosque of Murad Pasha
Mosque of Qadi Yahya
Madrasa & sabil of al-Ashraf Barsbay

•
•

•

Wikalat al-Mulla al-Kabira
Mosque of al-Gawhari & façade of
adjoining building
Mosque of Taghribardi

Wikala & sabil-kuttab of Gamal al-Din alDhahabi
Sabil-kuttab of Taha Hasan al-Wardani

•
•
•

Mosque of Sa'id al-Su'ada
Khanqah of Baybars al-Gashankir
Fatimid mausoleum

•
•

Mausoleum of Qarasunqur
Hammam al-Gamaliya

Group 6

•
•
•

House in the waqf of Mahmud al-Shabsiri
House of Qaytbay
Mosque of al-Mar'a (Fatima Shaqra)

•
•
•

Hammam al-Sukkariya
Hammam of al-Mu'ayyad Shaykh
Wikalat al-Sharaybi

Bab al-Wazir

•
•
•

Mosque of Aytmish al-Bagasi
Hawd-kuttab of Aytmish al-Bgasi
Takiya of Taqi al-Din al-Bistami

•
•

Bimaristan of al-Mi'ayyad Shaykh
Gate of the Darb al-Labbana

Mamay al-Sa'ifii

•
•

Phase 2
(including 25 Monument)

•
•
Bashtak
Qalawun
al-Ashraf Barsbay

al-Gawhari

Phase 3
(including 16 Monument)

Monuments included in the project

Group 5

•
•
•
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Separate Projects (
13 project)

Phase

Name of the Project

Monuments included in the project

Textiles Museum

•

Textiles Museum

Development of al-Mu'iz Street

•

al-Mu'iz Street

Urban Development for Gamaliyya

•

Gamaliyya

Bayt of al-Rub'uma'a

•

Manzil of al-Rub'uma'a

The Acqueduct

•

The Acqueduct

Palace of Muhammad Ali in Manyal

•

Palace of Muhammad Ali

Manzil of al-Sadat al-Wafa'iya

•

Manzil of al-Sadat al-Wafa'iya

Palace of the amir Taz

•

Palace of the amir Taz

Mosque of Ahmad ibn Tulun

•

Mosque of Ahmad ibn Tulun
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Annex 4: List of Organizations and Institutions worked on Historic Cairo
Name

Subject

Projects

International
The International Council on Monuments and Sites
(ICOMOS)
International Center for the Study of Preservation and
Restoration of Cultural Property (ICCROM)

Heritage

United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)

Socio-economic /urban
development &management

Publication: MONUMENTS AND SITES (1996), EGYPT

Training, Information, Research,
Cooperation and Advocacy
1. Participatory National, Regional and Governorate
Strategic Planning for Balanced Spacial Development
(SPDA)
2. Strategic Urban Development for Greater Cairo
3. Entrepreneurship for Creative Industries, Egypt

Regional Institution
Aga Khan Trust for Culture (AKTC) and Aga Khan
Development Network (AKDN)

Bohara Indian sect (Dawoodi Bohra's)

Historic Cities Programme/ Socioeconomic Programmes/
Employement/ BDS

Azhar Park Project

restoration of Shi'a landmarks

restoration of al-Hakim mosque

Al-Darb Al-Ahmar Community Development Co. (CDC)

restoration of the Qurqumas dome
restoration of al-Aqmar mosque
Musée Sans Frontières (AISBL)/ Museum With No
Frontiers - MWNF

produce a virtual museum

Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA)Egypt Program Support Unit

PDP/ CS Partnership/ SMEs/
BDSSP/ Environment

Discover Islamic Arts

International Institution
Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts - School of
Architecture

Cairo Economic Livelihoods Program (CELP)
madrasa of al-Ghuri restoration project (1980-84)
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Name

Subject

Institute Francais d'Archeologie Oriental (IFAO)
Mission française de coopération pour la sauvegarde
du Caire Islamique/
Centre National de la
Recherche Scientifique (CRNS)
French Foreign Affairs Ministry
Egyptian Antiquities Organization

Projects
The walls of Cairo

Restoration

house of al-Harawy and house of al-Sinnari restoration
project (1986-1993)

Documentation of heritage

Palais et maisons du Caire, Tome I et II, Paris 1982-1983
proposals for restoration projects
Projects au Caire - Sayeda Zeinab (2002-2005)
Rehabilitation du Caire ancien: du Vieux Caire a Sayeda
Zeinab
Un Nouvel escalier pour Qal'at al-Kabsh et Tulun
Strategie de rehabilitation, Qal'at al-Kabsh et Tulun

Atelier Parisien d'Urbanisme (APUR) +
Mairie de Paris

Urban rehabilitation study

Rue Abu ad-Dahab, la cour de mecaniciens
Amenagement des rues Abdel Meguid al-Labban et
Khoderi
Circulation et Deplacements
La vie quotidienne a Sayeda Zeinab
Histoire et actualite de Sayeda Zeinab, les quartiers de
Qal'at al-Kabsh et Tulun
Le Caire, enjeux dans la vieille ville

German Archeological Institute (DAI)
Goethe Institute Egypt

Monuments Restoration/
Research

Darb al-Qirmiz Quarter Rehabilitation Project in alGamaliyya (1980th)
Qantara.de (promote dialogue with the Islamic world)
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German International Cooperation (GIZ)

Participatory Development Programme in Urban Areas
(PDP)

Name

Subject

Projects

Italian-Egyptian Center for Restoration and
Archaeology (C.I.E.R.A.)

Monuments Restoration/ training
center

Restoring the area of the Mevlevi convent (since 1976)

Development Cooperation Office of the Italian
Embassy in Cairo

Development Cooperation
Projects

ITALIAN-EGYPTIAN DEBT FOR DEVELOPMENT SWAP
PROGRAM

Polish Center for Mediterranean Archeology

Monuments Restoration

Restoration works in the mamluk/ eastern cemetery

Russian Institute of Egyptology in Cairo

Conservation of Coptic Icons
Underwater archaeology, Old Cairo
Conserving HC Splendid Legacy
Mapping the City Victorious
Preserving Cultural Heritage with Documentation

The American Research Center (ARCE)

-Monuments restoration
-Urban rehabilitation
-Fine restoration
-Documentation of heritage

Documentation of Inscriptions in HC
The Synagogues of Ha'im Capusi and Moses Maimonides
(1995-96)
Bab Zuwayla Conservation Project (1998-2003)
Zawiya and Sabil Farag Ibn Barquq
Bayt al-Razzaz
Sabil Kuttab and Wikala of Nafisa al-Bayda (1999)
Sabil of Muhammad ‘Ali Pasha (also called sabil-kuttab
Tusun Pasha), (2003)
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Rehabilitation of 19 Century Houses in al-Darb al-Ahmar
Master Plan for Old Cairo (1998)
Conservation of a Medieval Wall Painting in Old Cairo - PI
(2006/6), PII (2006/7)
-Monuments restoration
-Urban rehabilitation
-Fine restoration
-Documentation of heritage

The American Research Center (ARCE)

Conservation of Coptic Art in Old Cairo (2006/7)
Training for SCA Inspectors - PI (2004/5), PII (2006/7)
Sabil Hasan Agha Arzingan Conservation Project (2008/9)
Mosque of Aslam Al-Silhadar Conservation Project (2006-9)
Documentation & Conservation Assessment of the Mosque
al-Maridani in Cairo (2009/10)

National Institutions
Arab Bureau for Design and Technical Consultation

Revitalization of Fatimid Cairo, Study 1980

Bibliotheca Alexandrina

CULTURAMA / Alexandria and Mediterranean Research
Center (Alex Med) /Digital Library

Center for Documentation of Cultural & Natural
Heritage (CULTNAT), Bibliotheca Alexandrina

Documentation of heritage

Islamic Cairo Heritage/ Coptic Heritage / Memory of Arab
World/ Patrimoines Partagés

Industrial Modernisation Center (IMC)

Local Crafts Development

Development of Ethnic Egyptian Products (DEEP)
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Annex 5: Survey Form for the monuments
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Annex 6: Law 117/1983: The Antiquities Law
The Egyptian Antiquities law consists of 4 parts:
Part 1: General provisions
Part 2: Registrations
Part 3: Penalties
Part 4: Final provisions
The following section provides a summary of the Antiquities Law and its Executive Regulations, which is considered crucial for the protection of
Historic Cairo.

Part 1: General provisions
Part 1 of the law identifies the properties or the movable objects that shall be considered an antiquity. In this respect, the Supreme Council of
Antiquities (SCA) may accept the alienation of historic real estate properties by authorities and individuals by way of a grant, against nominal
price or by placing such properties at its disposal for a period not less than 50 years.
Furthermore, the antiquity shall be registered by a decree issued by the Minister of Antiquities, based on the proposal of the SCA board. The
owner should be informed and the decree should be published, and endorsed to register the property at the Real Estate Publicity Department.
As a result, the property can neither be demolished nor exported nor confiscated. However, the adjacent lands may be confiscated after the
approval of the Minister of Antiquities, based on the proposal of the SCA board and directors. No work is allowed to the property, unless a
permit is obtained from the SCA after the approval of the permanent committee. Moreover, these works shall be carried out under the direct
supervision of the SCA representative. In case unlicensed works is conducted, the SCA shall restore things the way they were at the expense of
the violator without prejudice to penalties stipulated in the law. The Supreme Council for Planning and Urban Development may - upon the
proposal of the Minister and against a just compensation - assign easement rights to the properties adjacent to the archaeological sites and
historic buildings, within the limits of the antiquity zone,23 to preserve its artistic characteristics or its outer shape. Furthermore, no building
licenses may be granted for archaeological sites or lands or to the area of the aesthetic lines. The Supreme Council for Urban Planning can grant
licenses in the area of the aesthetic lines24 only upon approval of the SCA and under their conditions aimed at the preservation of integrity.25

23 Antiquity zone as defined by the Law: places or lands adjacent to the antiquity, defined by the ad hoc permanent committee to ensure their protection. Places and lands of proximity to the antiquity are defined as: places or lands outside the archaeological
sites, places or lands, of which distance is designated by the Council. A resolution is issued by the Supreme Council for Planning and Urban development in respect of sites, places or lands-whether at the qualified areas or otherwise, to guarantee the
preservation of the surrounding of the antiquity.

24 It is the area that surrounds the antiquity and extends as per instructions of the Council, in a view to preserve the aesthetic value of the antiquity. Such lands shall be treated as archaeological lands.
25 According to Articles 11, 12, 13, 16, 20 and 22
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Part 2: Registrations, maintenance and excavation of antiquities
Part 2 states that the SCA shall identify sites and lands and determine their location and characteristics and prove that on map, that should be
provided to the competent local unit (district) and Supreme Council for Planning and Urban Development to consider the same on the
preparation of the general plan. The SCA should prepare the registered sites for visits and study, taking into consideration its security and
maintenance. The listed sites and historic buildings should be guarded by the competent police, guards and approved private security. The SCA
board shall identify areas surrounding each archaeological site to be secured. Furthermore, the Council shall solely carry out the maintenance
and restoration works necessary for registered antiquities, archaeological sites and places, and historic buildings. Ministry of Endowment
(Waqf), Egyptian Waqf Authority and Coptic Waqf Authority shall bear the costs for restoration and maintenance of registered archaeological
and historic properties. The Council shall bear the costs of restoring registered buildings acquired by other individuals and authorities, as long as
the restoration is not due to the misuse of the acquirer. In such case, the acquirer shall incur the costs of restoration.26

Part 3: Penalties for the violation of the provisions of the present law
The violations concerned with listed buildings include the intention to demolish, to damage, to distort, to change or to divide a movable or
immovable antiquity. It is prohibited to fix advertising or billboards on the walls; paint, or write on the antiquity. It is prohibited to subtract
rubble, sand or materials from a site, as well as to ignore the license requirements granted for excavation works to bring sand, rubble or other
materials to the site. Finally, it includes the violation to issue building licenses within archaeological areas.

Part 4: Final provisions
This specifies how the Chairman of the SCA, the directors of antiquities and museums, trustees, associate trustees, supervisors and managers of
archaeological areas, inspectors and associate inspectors of antiquities has juridical seizure to stop crimes and violations identified in the law and
its following decrees. At the same time, it specifies how the SCA shall coordinate with competent authorities and bodies in planning, housing,
tourism, utilities and security; also governorate councils to ensure the protection of the antiquities, museums and historic buildings from quakes,
congestions, leakages, pollution, industrial hazards and changes of the historic and archaeological surroundings, in order to meet the demands
of urbanization, and antiquity and heritage preservation.27

26 According to Articles 26, 27, 29 and 30
27 Articles 48 and Article 51
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According to Law 117/1983, Protection of Antiquities
Part 3 of Law 117/1983 specifies penalties occurring for the different violations. Demolishing, damage, distortion, change or separation of a
movable or immovable antiquity or part of thereof shall be punished according to Article 42 by imprisonment and a fine not less than 100,000
EGP and not more than 250,000 EGP, if the violator is an employee at the SCA, an official, employee or worker on the site, a contractor working
for the council or one of the contractor’s workers.
Building violation is defined in Article 13 as encroaching/intruding the archaeological lands or the buildings that are listed as monuments, i.e.
modification, renovation or changing its features without obtaining permission from the Head of the SCA. A total or partial demolition, as well as
disfiguring a monument is considered a violation. The violator, according to Article 43 could be sentenced to not less than 1 year and not more
than 7 years with a fine up to 100,000 EGP.
According to Article 45, fixing advertisement or billboards on monuments, painting or writing on the wall of monuments, or accidentally
distorting a monument is considered a violation. These previously mentioned violations are sentenced to imprisonment not more than 1 year
and a fine up to 50,000 EGP.
At last, the non-respect of any confiscation of land falling within an antiquities site or within its aesthetic lines, and the violation occurring in
such areas, including the building licenses within archaeological areas, shall be punished by imprisonment for a period no less than 2 years and a
fine between 100 EGP and 500 EGP, in addition to payment of the damages resulting from the violation (Article 46).
The chairman of the SCA, museums managers, their assistants and archaeological site managers, monuments inspectors and their assistant
inspectors have the right of the judicial seizure in case violations related to the Antiquities Law are found.
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Annex 7: List of buildings owned by MoA (expropriated)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Monument/building
Building No. 56, Bab al-Wazir St.,
House of al-Razzaz- al-Darb alAhmar
Building No. 23 Harat al-Darb alAsfar , al-Gamaliya
Building No. 388 Port Said St., alMuski – Islamic Art Museum
Building No. 9 ‘Atfat al-Bimaristan,
al-Khalifa
Building No. 16 Beit al-Qadi St., alGamaliya
Buildings 1 & 3 ‘Atfat al-Qayati, alKhalifa
Building No. 1 ‘Atfat al-Baqli, alKhalifa
Al-Sakakini Palace, al-Daher
Hammam of al-Sharaybi, 16 alSharaybi St., al-Darb al-Ahmar
Hammam al-Tambuli, 12 al-Sabban
St., Bab al-Sha’ariya
Plot No. 6A, Darb Qormoz, alGamaliya
Buildings adjacent to Ahmed Kohiya
Mosque
Building No. 2, Zuqaq al-Guliya off
Shaykhoun St., al-Khalifa
Plot No. 37, al-Suyoufiya St. alKhalifa
Building No. 18, Harat al-Sayida
Nafisa next to the Dome of Mowafi
–addin, al-Khalifa

Area
Southern

Decree No.
1907 of the year
1971

Project’s No
25

Remarks
Has been expropriated and back to SCA

al-Gamaliya

616 of the year
1981
11 of the year
1983
514 of the year
1984
209 of the year
1986
3160 of the year
1998
1613 of the year
1959
2126 of the year
1996
3160 of the year
1998
3246 of the year
1998
1064 of the year
1999
119 of the year
2000
1042 of the year
2000
1365 of the year
2000
1421 of the year
2000

2

Has been expropriated and back to SCA

4

Has been expropriated and back to SCA

8

Has been expropriated and back to SCA

3

Has been expropriated and back to SCA

29

Has been expropriated and back to SCA

6

Has been expropriated and back to SCA

19

Has been expropriated and back to SCA

29

Has been expropriated and back to SCA

30

Has been expropriated and back to SCA

Central
Cairo
Southern
al-Gamaliya
Al-Azhar &
al-Ghury
Southern
Central
Cairo
Al-Azhar &
al-Ghury
Central
Cairo
Al-Gamaliya
Southern
Southern
Southern
Southern

Has been expropriated and back to SCA
34

Has been expropriated and back to SCA

35

Has been expropriated and back to SCA

38

Has been expropriated and back to SCA

39

Has been expropriated and back to SCA
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16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Monument/building
Plot No. 65B, Suq al-Silah St., next to
Qayetbay Meq’ad, al-Dar al-Ahmar
Building No. 58 Bab al-Wazir next to
House of al-Razzaz, al-Darb alAhmar
Remains of Building No. 388m Pot
Said St., al-Muski
Buildings No. 10 & 12, al-Gamaliya
(Hammam of Said al-Su’adaa) alGamaliya
Building No. 63, Suq al-Sulah St.,
(Meq’ad of Qayetbay) al-Darb alAhmar
Buildings No. 18A Harat Mazhar &
No. 3 ‘Atfat al-Kashef, al-Darb alAhmar
Wakalat of Bazar’a, al-Tambukshiya
St., al-Gamaliya
Plots & Buildings No. 17B, 17C, 19 &
21, Harat Gandoba, al-Sayida Zainab
Plot No. 13 attached to No. 33
Sheikh Mohamed Abdo St., al-Darb
al-Ahmar
Plot No. 8, Zuqaq al-‘Enaba, ‘Afat alDewidar, al-Darb al-Ahmar

Area
Southern

Decree No.
2215 of the year
2000
155 of the year
2001

Project’s No
46

Remarks
Has been expropriated and back to SCA

42

Has been expropriated and back to SCA

Central
Cairo
Al-Gamaliya

695 of the year
2001
486 of the year
2002

45

Has been expropriated and back to SCA

46

Has been expropriated and back to SCA

Southern

1496 of the year
2002

47

Has been expropriated and back to SCA

Southern

1576 of the year
2003

57

Has been expropriated and back to SCA

Al-Gamaliya

58

Has been expropriated and back to SCA

59

Has been expropriated and back to SCA

Al-Azhar &
al-Ghury

2080 of the year
2003
111 of the year
2004
1047 of the year
2004

60

Has been expropriated and back to SCA

Al-Azhar &
al-Ghury

273 of the year
2005

62

The site has been received. Procedures of
reimbursement of compensations &
presentation and publication through the
survey authority is ongoing
The site has been received. Procedures of
reimbursement of compensations &
presentation and publication through the
survey authority is ongoing
The site has been received. Procedures of
reimbursement of compensations &
presentation and publication through the
survey authority is ongoing

Southern

Southern

26

Building No. 31, Sheikh Mohamed
Abdo St., al-Darb al-Ahmar

Al-Azhar &
al-Ghury

1540 of the year
2006

67

27

Plot No. 12, Harat al-Barquqiya 70
square meters, al-Gamaliya

Al-Gamaliya

776 of the year
2007

69
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28

Building No. 4, Darb al-Labban (Bait
al-Fannaneen) the Citadel, al-Khalifa

Southern

459 of the year
2007

68

29

Plot No. 1 & 3 ‘Atfat Game’ al-Banat,
al-Darb al-Ahmar

Al-Azhar &
al-Ghury

75 of the year
2005

66

30

Plot No. 20, Sheikh Mohamed Abdo
St., 1 al-Tablita St. formerly, al-Darb
al-Ahmar

Al-Azhar &
al-Ghury

408 of the year
2005

64

31

Plot No. 14 attached to No. 33,
Sheikh Mohamed Abdo St., al-Darb
al-Ahmar

Al-Azhar &
al-Ghury

990 of the year
2009

Area

Date of
Permanent
Committe
Permanent
Committee with a
temporary seizure
in 25/05/2008
14/04/2004

Sites still pending their Decrees
Monument/building pending a
decree
1

11 Darb Qarmaz, Beit Awad, alGamaliya

Al-Gamaliya

2

Plot No. 14 attached to No. 33
Sheikh Mohamed Abdo St., al-Darb
al-Ahmar

Al-Azhar

Date of
Board of
Directors
24/6/2008

28/01/2006

The site has been received. Procedures of
reimbursement of compensations &
presentation and publication through the
survey authority is ongoing
The site has been received. Procedures of
reimbursement of compensations &
presentation and publication through the
survey authority is ongoing
The site has been received. Procedures of
reimbursement of compensations &
presentation and publication through the
survey authority is ongoing
The site has been received. Procedures of
reimbursement of compensations &
presentation and publication through the
survey authority is ongoing
Remarks
A draft Ministerial decree with a temporary
seizure until the completion of the
expropriation procedures
A draft resolution has been adopted in
27/01/2008 but has not been issued to date
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Annex 8: table of the monuments state of conservation, recent restoration and usage
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Monument.
Mosque of Ulmas al-Hagib
Mosque of al-Amir Shaykho
Mosque of Qanibay al-Mohammadi
Mosque of al-Ghuri
Mosque of Hassan Pasha Taher
Mosque of Ahmed Ibn Tulun
Mosque of Itomosh al-Begasi
Mosque of al-Sayeda Aicha
Mosque of Ahmed Koheya
Zawiya-Khanqah of Idikin al-Bondekdary
Khanqah of Shykho
Madrasa of Sarghatmish
Madrasa of Sonqor al-Sa’di
Mausoleum of Tarabay
Mausoleum of Sandal al-Merghany
Mausoleum of Mohamed al-Anwar
Tomb of Abd Allah al-Ghafir
Mausoleum of Ahmed Pasha Taher
Mausoleum of Mustafa Kamel
Sabil of Agha Dar al-Sa’ada
Sabil Prince Abdullah Katkhuda
Hawd of Itomosh al-Begasi
Sabil of Qaytbay
Ribat Azdumur
House of ‘Ali Effendi Labib
House of Amna Bent Salem
House of al-Kritleya
Palace of Prince Taz
Archives building

Mon No.

State con.

Usage

130
147
151
159
210
220
250
378
521
146
152
218
263
255
327
68
413
565
--268
452
251
324
113
497
559
321
267
605

Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good

Used
Used
Used
Used
Used
Used
None
Used
None
Used
None
Used
Used
None
Used
--Used
None
Used
None
p/used
None
Used
None
Used
Used
Used
Used
Used

Recent
rest.
2012
2008
2003
2003
2006
2005
2013
2010
2008
2005
2009
2013
Under rest
2006
2009
2008
2013
2013
2009
2003
2003
2009
2009
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Mosque of Gawhar al-Lala
Mosque of al-Mahmoudeya
Mosque of al-Ghuri
Minaret of Qanibay al-Sharkasi
Mosque of al-Refa’i
Madrasa of Sultan Hassan
Madrasa of IlGay al-Yusufi
Madrasa of Taghribardi
Madrasa of Beshir Agha al-Gemdar
Zawiya of Hassan al-Romi
Zawiya of Mostafa Pasha
Bimaristan al-Mo’ayedi
Hawd Shykho
Sabil-Kuttab ‘Abbas Agha
Sabil-Kuttab Hassan Katkhuda
Sabil Um Abbas
Sabil-Kuttab of al-Qizlar
Wikalet Waqf al-Tutungy
Mosque of Mangak al-Yusufi
Minaret of al-Boqli
Mosque of Mughlbay Taz
Mosque Hag Mohamed Pasha
Madrasa of Azbak al-Yusufi
Mausoleum of Safi al-Din Gawhar
Mausoleum of al-Sayeda Rokaya
Mausoleum of Atika and Al-Ga’fary
Mausoleum of Qansuh Abu Sa’id
Mausoleum of Shagarat al-Durr
Tomb of al-Shurafa
Sabil of Mustafa Sinan
Sabil of Abdel Rahman Katkhuda
Sabil of Yusuf Bey
Sabil Mustafa Bey Tabtabay

134
135
148
154
--133
131
209
269
258
155
257
323
335
405
--265
548
138
156
207
377
211
270
273
333
360
169
357
246
260
262
272

Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Bad
Bad
Bad
Bad
Bad
Bad
Bad
Bad
bad
Bad
Bad
Bad
Bad
Bad
Bad

Used
Used
Used
Used
Used
Used
Used
P/used
Used
None
Used
----None
None
None
None
None
Used
Used
Used
None
Used
None
Used
Used
none
--None
None
Used
None
P/used

2000

2007

Under rest
Under rest
2003
2011
2010
2009

2009

2010
2012
2013
Under rest

2011
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16
17
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Waterwheel of al-Nasir Mohamed
Remains of al-Ghuri palace
Mosque of Badr al-Din al-Wana’e
Madrasa of Qanibay (Amir Khur)
Madrasa of Khoshqodam al-Ahmadi
Khanqah of Nizam al-Din
Mausoleum of Yunus al-Dwidar
Qubbat al-Komi
Mausoleum of Singar al-Mozafar
Mausoleum of Ragab al-Shirazi
Sabil of Prince Shykho
Sabil of Prince Khalil
Sabil of Ahmed Afandi Selim
Ribat Ahmed Ibn Soliman
Tekiya of Taki al-Din al-Bistami
Palace of Prince Yashbak
Gate of Darb al-Labbana
Gate of Mangak al-Selihdar
Wall of Qaramidan

369
322
163
136
153
140
139
256
261
476
144
376
461
245
326
266
325
247
617

Bad
Bad
Dilapidated
Dilapidated
Dilapidated
Dilapidated
Dilapidated
Dilapidated
Dilapidated
Dilapidated
Dilapidated
Dilapidated
Dilapidated
Dilapidated
Dilapidated
Dilapidated
Dilapidated
Dilapidated
Dilapidated

None
Used
Used
P/used
Used
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
--None
None
None
None

2000

Under rest
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